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NEW BRILLBIRD
PRODUCTS

NEW!

NEW!

FUTURE GEL
BRILL ROSE AND MILKY ROSE
DOUBLE SIZE

NEW BRILLBIRD PRODUCTS

60g

FUTURE GEL

DIAMOND BRILL

BrillBird Future Gel - Polygel Acrylgel combines the excellent properties of acryl and gel as the name suggests.
A gel that can be molded for unlimited time, does not
burn, does not flow. It is very easy and fast to work with,
the latest and most advanced artificial nail material.
The curing time is fast in LED and UVLED lamps. We recommend using an acryl builder brush dipped in Future
Forming Solution Gel for the application. Use the Future
Gel - Polygel Acryl gel products together in a system, or
combined with other building materials.

Curing time:
1-2 minutes in LED
2-3 minutes in UV
1 minute in combined lamp
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NEW!

NEW BRILLBIRD PRODUCTS

NEW!
MANI GEL EXTRA -

COVER DARK, LATTE WHITE
AND LATTE ROSE SHADES

IN AN BIG
15ML PACKAGING.
WILL AVAILABLE SOON!
15ml

MANI GEL EXTRA

EFFECT TOP COAT

ALSO IN CLEAR AND GLITTER VERSION

We have five new colors in our small glittery top gel product line: lavender, pearl, diamond, aquamarine, and
green. Can be used on the entire nail surface or also for
patterns.
Non-cleansing, flexible, soak-off.

Our latest development of strengthening gel polish family
has been expanded with clear and finely shimmering versions. It gives a beautifully elegant appearance by itself but
we can enhance the experience with decorations.

Curing time:
2 minutes in UV
30 seconds In LED

ADVANTAGES:

Clear

lavender
lavender

Latte - gold shine

green
green

8ml
Latte – silver shine

aquamarine
aquamarine

Curing time:
2-3 minutes in UV
1-2 minutes in LED

Cover- gold shine

pearl
pearl

Excellent adhesion even without Bond gel, dense
C-arc can be formed more easily,
covers perfectly
nails can be refilled once up to a smaller size (till M)
without filing.

Cover – white shine

diamond
diamond

•
•
•
•

Rose - silver shine

ON BLACK BASE
ON NUDE BASE

4ml
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NEW BRILLBIRD PRODUCTS

The nail was made with Hypnotic 170 and 173.

HYPNOTIC
GEL&LAC

NEW!

Dense texture without yellowing. It can be spread without
streaks and is extremely well pigmented. Our Hypnotic
Gel&Lac family has long been a big favorite. The dense
durable base (Hypnotic Gel&Lac Bond) developed especially
for these gel polishes and Hypnotic Gel&Lac Top gel make
the nails durable for more than 3 weeks.
Curing time:
1-2 minutes in LED
2-3 minutes in UV lamp

Hypnotic 162-167, 175-180
4ml
8ml
Hypnotic Diamond (168-174)
8ml
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175
FROM MAY!

176
FROM MAY!

170

177
FROM MAY!

171

178
FROM MAY!

172
FROM MAY!

179
FROM MAY!

173
FROM MAY!

180
FROM MAY!

D
DIAMON

DIAMOND

DIAMOND

DIAMOND

DIAMOND

THEY SHINE IN NORMAL LIGHT,
BUT YOU CAN ONLY EXPERIENCE
THE REAL DIAMOND EFFECT
IN INTENSE LIGHT!

DIAMOND

HYPNOTIC
DIAMOND

174
FROM MAY!

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC COLLECTION
Choose our set of charming pastel colors to create very fine, soft color nails.
4 x 8ml

FROM MAY!

164

165

166

167

NEW BRILLBIRD PRODUCTS

This nail was made with
Hypnotic 166 and 177.

PASTEL

NEW!

COLOR VIBES

NEW!

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC COLLECTION
The highest level of vibration! Are you bold? Do you like explosive colors? Get
our Color Vibes kit and the success is guaranteed!
4 x 8ml

177

178

179

180

TIFFANY GEL&LAC

NEW!

TURQUOISE

Clear, glassy texture gel polishes are the latest trends, that’s why we came
up with these new super spring-summer shades. It can be applied to any
flexible surface and is soak-off.
Curing time:
In LED lamp is 2-3 minutes
IN UV lamp 3-4 minutes

TURQUOISE

5ml
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NEW!

NEW!

2.
NEW BRILLBIRD PRODUCTS

NEW!

1.
NEW!

3.
1. AQUARELL 2. TRANSFER
PALETTE EXTRA FOIL
METALLIC SHINE

Soft and shiny metallic colors are hidden in airy textured aquarelle paints.
Create spectacular patterns in seconds. It is enough to dilute the colors
with a little water and you can already
use it! Its well-sealed box protects
from dirt and you can take it anywhere
with you.
12 colors/palette
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Classic 2 and Extra 2
We have expanded your transfer foil
box options with one more classic
and one extra selection! Use it on the
whole surface or use it as a pattern,
maybe add some nail art elements and
you will be satisfied with the result!
Use Transfer Foil Gel Extract for perfect adhesion.
10 type of transferfoils/box
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3. TINFOIL
BOX
Thin, metallic-effect decorative foils in
dazzling colors. All you need to use is a
sticky surface or Nail Art Glue Gel and
the pattern is ready. You can apply it to
the entire surface of the nail, but even
as a smaller pattern, eventually close
with a top gel.
12 type of foils/box
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NEW!

1.

NEW!

3.
1. MICROBEADS 2. SEQUINS
GOLD

3 NEW SHADES!

3. NAIL
STICKER

0.6 mm diameter microbead to perfect
your nail art! Use as the accessory of
NailArt Glue Gel or as to create a standalone pattern!

There are new nail art elements for lovers of glitter nails. You can have our
sequins in gold, mirror, and dark silver.
Usage:
Drizzle into Nail Art Glue Gel and rub
the sequins into the surface. Cure it
and close the nail with a top gel layer.

Create spectacular patterns in seconds
with our new watery stickers. Soak the
sticker in water for 10-15 seconds then
pick it up from the paper with a tweezer and place it on the prepared nail
and cover with a top.
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NEW BRILLBIRD PRODUCTS

NEW!
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NEW!

NEW!

NEW BRILLBIRD PRODUCTS

PRE-SHAPED

2.

THIN CONTACT
WITH THE SURFACE AT THE
CUTICLE

1.

EASY TO REMOVE

1. GEL TIP

FOR THE SUPER FAST SALON WORK!

THE REVOLUTION OF BUILDING WITH TIPS
Our gel tips are made of very flexible and thin material
easily adapt to everyday activities, they are extremely
durable, you don’t have to worry about breaking. It gives
nail support, we don’t need extra builders to
add to them. After gluing with the specially developed Tip
Glue Gel, it is worth filing the tip on the edges.BB ADVICE:
Do not push the Gel Tip all the way to the skin, because we
need space to file to same level.
IN MEDIUM ALMOND AND LONG COFFIN FORMS
12 sizes x 20 pcs

2. TIP GLUE GEL

MAXIMUM SUPPORT FOR GEL TIPS!

Special, extra-thick adhesive Gel tip for long-lasting fixing
of Gel Tips! Apply the necessary amount of material on
the whole surface of the nail like when you do a layer of
poly gel base. It dries extremely fast in a combined lamp in
around 30 seconds.
1. Matte the natural nail surface, manicure
2. Use preparational liquid
3. Choose the size
4. Apply the glue into the inner surface of the tip then spread it
5. Press the tip onto the nail surface
6. Curing

3ml

240 pcs/box
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FAST AND EASY
USAGE
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NEW!
NEW!

NEW!
DISINFECTABLE

From May!

NEW!

NEW!

2.
1.

3.

5.
4.

6.

1. DEEP CLEAN

5. SKIN PUSHER

For professional work! The bit you can use for the deepest
keratinization removal. Recommended as the last step of
a manicure.

An improved disinfectable metal version of the wooden
stick. Easier and more precise skin lifting for a professional
manicure.

2. LIFTING

6. UNIQ NAIL DRILL

Cuticle drill bit, grain is finer than on the cuticula pusher
nail bit, so use as a first step in manicure for moderately
keratinized skin.

Elegant appearance, high quality, reliability, with the design that tuned to salonwork for great price! The main
features of our grinding machine designed for not to dissapoint you. You can check the rpm at the digital display
(maximum speed up to 25,000 rpm) With the touch buttons on the fron it is easy to change of direction between
hand and foot functions. The 6-piece drill bit holder ensure the drill bits to be always at hand. You can change
drill bits by a second with quick chuck hand unit. You can
put units safely into the side-mounted when you not use
the machine. The hand units have a lower vibration rate,
so your hand will be grateful for it!The foot pedal can be
purchased safely.

DEEP CLEANING DIAMOND DRILL BIT

CUTICULA DIAMOND GRINDING DRILL BIT

3. PERFECT SKIN

SKIN IMPROVING DIAMOND DRILL BIT
The small size allows the skin to be refined even close to
the nail after the skin cutting. It can be used even instead
of scissors depending on the skin type!
Recommended as the last step in a manicure.

NEW BRILLBIRD PRODUCTS

NEW!

FOR PROFFESSIONAL RUSSIAN MANICURE

4. SKIN PROTECTOR
SKIN PROTECTOR DIAMOND DRILL BIT

This bit developed for very thin skin, which can be used
deep in the nail fold for all skin types as the second step in
a machine manicure.
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NEW BRILLBIRD PRODUCTS

NEW!

FROM MAY!

MINI UVLED LAMP
A compact LED lamp with 3 UVLED bulbs which are essential for the safe application of Gel Tips. The client can comfortably place his finger under it, and
you can cure it by holding the tip in the right position. It is also excellent for
quick cures. Thanks to its palm size and super light structure you can carry it in
your bag during a travel and take it out when its needed. It cures every Brillbird
material.
Try it for quick curing of decorations! During creating detailed patterns we reccommend you to quick cure some of them so they won’t be damaged during
the followed work. It works with a USB cable.
Power max. 16 w. The power button is also a 60-second timer.

NEW!

NAILART GLUE GEL

THE GLUE OF DURABLE STONES!

Everybody love nails sets with sparkling stones! That’s why
we brought our favourite NailArt Glue Gel. It is suitable
for placing large stones, and the popular pixie stones can
be glued properly and permanently thanks to their transparent material. Requires cleansing.
10ml

NEW!

BUBBLEGUM
PERFUME OIL
Our Bubblegum lotion is already in the perfume oil version.
Nail softening and refining nourishing oil, which nourishes
the nails absorbed into the growth zone even under artificial nails.
8ml

NEW!

HAND AND FOOT
CARE LOTION

BUBBLEGUM

ALSO IN SMALL PACKAGING OF 50ML!
The new, small hand and foot care lotion that evokes the
colorful, candy scent of chewing gums! It has a positive
effect on your senses and also pampers and nourishes
your skin at the same time!
Free of parabens, silicone, sulfate, SLS and PEG!

50ml
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BRILLBIRD
GELS

FUTURE GEL

FUTURE GEL

POLYGEL, ACRYL GEL

THE FEATURES OF GEL AND ACRYL IN ONE PRODUCT

Faster sculpting, easier and more precise salon work
with our new hybrid future gel. Make french nails, baby
boomer or even sculpt a whole nail with future gel. Try all
colors for easy and durable construction.
Advantages:
- does not heat up
- use it with Future Forming Solution
- no allergic reaction and unpleasant smell
- apply it with spatula
- does not need Bond Gel under it
- easy and timeless shaping, can be applied precisely
- no bubbles, no blobs
- can be bend professionaly
- after rubbing down thin base layer can be
removed with remover
NEW!

Cure time:
2-3 mins in UV lamp
1-2 minutes in LED lamp
1 minute in UV/LED lamp

BRILL ROSE,
MILKY ROSE
DOUBLE
EDITION!

Brill white

Latte

Clear

Cover builder

Milky rose

Clear pink

White

Diamond brill, Clear, White, Brill white, Cover
builder, Latte, Clear pink, Milky rose, Brill rose
27ml
Milky rose, Brill rose, Cover builder, Clear
54ml
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Brill rose

Diamond
brill

NEW!

FUTURE FORMING
SOLUTION

SPECIAL FUTURE GEL FORMING
LIQUID
DEGREASING AND DEHYDRATION AT ONCE

Special liquid for forming the Future Gel. It makes easier
to forming it, gentle with the brush, even also in long term
usage. Pleasant strawberry scent
50ml
100ml

FUTURE GEL
TUBE PUSHER
Use when there is only a small amount of material left in
the Future Gel tube!

IRON GEL

NON-YELLOWING, THICK BUILDER GEL

CUSTOMERS FAVOURITE! HIGH QULAITY

TR ANSPARENT BULIDER GEL S

5ml
15ml
50ml

Transparent builder gel, from the very first moment, everyone will fall in
love with this product.
Advantages:
Cure time:
- no heat spike
3 minutes in UV lamp
- unbelievable formability, cohesion
2 minutes in LED lamp
- non-yellowing, not even on the white free edges
- color highlighter, even on the free edges
- pinchable
- faster work on competitions, whiter free edge,
nicer curves
- single phased, acid free

HARD GEL

DENSE, EASY TO FILE, CLEAR BUILDER GEL

BESTSELLER BUILDER GEL

Durable, color brightening effect, dense builder gel. Easy to pinch and file.
The unique soft pink color of the newest thick builder gel of BrillBird makes
the nail bed more vivid, but it will not cause discoloration on the white free
edge. Due to its density it is very easy to handle, ideal for quick and precise
work both in the salon and at competitions. It does not flow in the heat, but
spreads easily.
5ml
15ml
50ml

BB tip: the master educators of BB mainly suggest it
to create quick coverage. If you create a base with
it, wipe its surface with a clean brush.

Cure time:
3 minutes in UV lamp
2 minutes in LED lamp

UNIQ GEL

IRON GEL QUALITY, UNIQUE DENSITY
Because of its thickness and strength it is especially suitable for creating long
and thin nails. Thicker than the Iron Gel that cures with a little more heat
spike.
Cure time:
3 minutes in UV lamp
2 minutes in LED lamp

The nail was made with Hard gel

The nail was made with Hard gel

5ml
15ml
50ml

Advantages:
- super resistant
- does not flow, not even in hot weather
- easy to pinch, suitable for competitions
- color highlighter, whiter free edge
- single phased, acid free
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ICY GEL

BUILDER GEL

DOESN’T HEAT

TR ANSPARENT BULIDER GEL S

Pinchable, clear, more dense builder gel, what Doesn’t cause heat spike.
Doesn’t flow. Maximum adhesion, very durable.

5ml
15ml
50ml

Advantages:
- low heat generation
- no yellowing
- easy to file

Cure time:
2-3 mins in UV lamp
1-2 mins in LED lamp
Pinch time:
20-25 secs in UV lamp
8-10 secs in LED lamp

GUM GEL

THE GEL OF FLEXIBILITY

FLEXIBILITY AND DURABILITY

Because of its flexibility it resists to sudden exposures
(hitting, straining). Strengthened, transparent builder gel
with ‘caoutchouc’ effect. Perfect choice for natural nail

5ml
15ml
50ml

Advantages:
- strong adhesion and flexibility
- easy to use, smooth spreading
- easy to file
- short nails within short time
- single phased, acid free

Cure time:
3 minutes in UV lamp
2 minutes in LED lamp

SAPPHIRE GEL

THE GEL OF STRENGTH AND ADHESION

PURE STRENGTH AND GUARANTEED ADHESION

Builder gel combined with special strengthened fibers. Great for beginners
to create nails, what doesn’t come off or break. Ideal for shorter nails, as you
cannot pinch this

5ml
15ml
50ml

Advantages:
- remarkable strength, durability
- perfect adhesion
- water-clear color, with a slight sapphire-purple hue
- non-yellowing
- single-phased, acid free

Cure time:
3 mins in UV lamp
Does not cure in LED lamp

NO FILE BUILDER GEL

THE GEL OF THE FILE FREE FILLING

Our new builder gel, developed for the file-free technique and filling which
is popular and makes everyday work easier. Ideal for short salon nails. It is
characterized by great adhesion, fracture-free and does not heat. Slightly
purple gel, which becomes completely transparent after curing. It cannot
be bent. Of course, it can’t just be used exclusively for file-free technique.
5ml
15ml
50ml
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Advantages:
-for file-free technique
-great adhesion
-doesn’t heat
-ideal for salon nails

Cure time:
2-3 minutes in UV
1 minute LED

VIVID PINK - PERFECT NAIL BED

MILKY

5ml
15ml
50ml

This medium thick, milky pink builder gel is ideal to hide
slight naildamages and to build beautiful, pink nails.
Advantages:
- strong, unbreakable
- good adhesion
- beautiful pink color
- single phased

Cure time:
3 mins in UV lamp
2 mins in LED lamp

FRENCH BUILDER GEL

The nail was made with Glassy Pink gel

The nail was made with No File Builder gel

PINK GEL – MILKY

MILKY PINK – SLIGHTLY COVERING PINK BUILDER GEL

PINK GEL – GLASSY

ROSE GLASS – WATER CLEAR PINK BUILDER GEL

The nail was made with Icy gel

5ml
15ml
50ml

SECRET OF THE PROFESSIONALS FOR THE INVISIBLE REGROWTH

Glassy pink, transparent builder gel, what we apply over
and behindthe Cover Pink gel in order to unify the colors
and make the regrowth invisible.
Advantages:
- crystal clear, yet intense color
- easy to form
- acid free
- invisible regrowth

Cure time:
3 minutes in UV
does not cure in LED

The nail was made with Glassy Pink gel

GLASSY
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COVER BUILDER GEL

GEL IN THE COLOR OF NAIL BED

PERFECT FOR NAIL BED ENHANCEMENT

COVER
BUILDER

Natural nail bed color, dense gel developed for refill. Covers perfectly at the
zone of the smile line, meanwhile near the cuticles it is transparent. Perfect
for nail bed enhancement. You can fill the regrowth area in one step, in full
thickness.
Cure time:
3 minutes in UV lamp
2 minutes in LED lamp
Ideal for refill and sculpting!
Pinch time:
30-35 secs in UV lamp
20-25 secs in LED lamp

FRENCH BUILDER GEL

5ml
15ml
50ml

DARK

BOUNCY COVER BUILDER GEL

EXCELLENT FLEXIBILITY AND COHESION

THE LATEST FAVORITE OF SALONS

LIGHT
LIGHT

5ml
15ml
50ml

This builder gel is perfect for building the whole nail. Excellent consistence,
longlasting. Not easily generates heat, so the customers will like it. We have
two colors of this product.
Cure time:
3 minutes in UV
2 minutes in LED

FORMING COVER BUILDER GEL

DENSE, EASY TO FORM NAIL BED EXTENSION GEL

NAIL BED EXTENSION GEL FOR PROFESSIONAL NAIL ARTISTS

The nail was made with Cover Builder gel

5ml
15ml
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Creamy, natural color gel for nail bed extension or to cover the whole nail
surface. New generation, dense nail bed extension gel. Easy to form, just like
the Iron Gel. Easy to create the perfect smile line. Extraordinary coverage and
ideal density.
Cure time:
3 minutes in UV
2-3 minutes in LED

The nail was made with Bouncy light gel

FORMING
NEW SHADE

COVER PINK GEL

FLESH PINK NAIL BED EXTENSION GEL

NATURAL FLESH PINK

5ml
15ml

Advantages:
- perfect nail bed color
- very easy to use, optimal density
- high pigmentation

Cure time:
3 minutes in UV
2 minutes in LED

COVER PINK GEL – TAN

NAIL BED EXTENSION GEL FOR TANNED SKIN

THE MOST POPULAR NAIL BED EXTENSION GEL

TAN

5ml
15ml
50ml

Nail bed extension gel in tan color for clients who have a tanned skin type.
Thanks to its covering effect the regrowth remain invisible, that’s why you
need to apply the product thinly at the cuticle area.
Advantages:
- suits better to clients with tanned skin
- high pigmentation
- medium density

Cure time:
3 minutes in UV
2 minutes in LED

FRENCH BUILDER GEL

The new, natural flesh pink cover builder gel for nail bed extension. Apply the
product thinly at the cuticle area, to make the regrowth invisible

COVER FLESH GEL

NATURAL FLESH COLOR NAIL BED EXTENSION GEL

THE MOST NATURAL NAIL BED COLOR

The nail was made with Cover Flesh gel

5ml
15ml
50ml

Pinkish violet, flesh color for a very natural nail bed effect. Itwill surely amaze
the nail tech and the client as well.

Advantages:
- total cure without clear base
- pinchable
- non-yellowing formula

Cure time:
3 minutes in UV
2 minutes in LED

The nail was made with Cover Flesh gel

FLESH
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COVER PINK GEL – BRILL

NACRE-CRYSTALLINE EFFECT IN NAIL BED EXTENSION GEL

DECENT, PEARLY SHINE

FRENCH BUILDER GELS

BRILL

5ml
15ml

The brilliant, nacre version of the popular Cover Pink gels. Ideal for clients who
like slight, silky shiny nails, yet in the color shade of the nail bed.
Advantages:
- elegantly bold color
- popular shine effect
- medium density
- full coverage

Cure time:
3 minutes in UV
2 minutes in LED

NUDE BUILDER GEL

BUILDER GEL IN SKIN COLOR
TO COVER THE WHOLE SURFACE
NUDE

5ml
15ml

Builder gel in skin tone to cover the whole nail. You can sculpt the „all time
favorite” nude nails amazingly fast with this product. Very easy to work with,
as it has perfect density, its high pigment content ensures perfect coverage.

BB tip: flexible, so it is a perfect choice, if we would
like to create a graceful nail shape for our moderate clients.

Cure time:
3 minutes in UV
2 minutes in LED

NO FILE COVER BUILDER GEL

FILE-FREE GEL

The nail was made with Cover Pink Tan gel.

5ml
15ml
50ml
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Our new builder gel is already available in cover colors, developed for file-free
technique and filling! Make your work easier, be gentle with your hands, choose
our file-free gel. An ideal choice for short salon nails. It is characterized by
excellent adhesion, does not break and does not heat up.
Advantages:
- For no-file technique
- Great adhesion
- Ideal for short salon nails
- Non-breaking
- No heating formula
- High pigmentation

Cure time:
2-3 minutes in UV
1 minute in LED

The nail was made with Cover Pink Tan gel.

NO FILE

LATTE GEL

MILKY GEL

THE BASE OF THE BABYBOOMER NAILS

The latest fashion in Europe is the ‘full french manicure’. The nails are fully
covered with a semi transparent, milky white layer. BB Latte Gel was made
for this new trend, which, as a builder gel is perfectly suitable for sculpting a
full set. It can applied as a top gel for the ‘milky effect’ of french manicure.

5ml
15ml
50ml

Cure time:
3 mins in UV lamp
2 mins in LED lamp

LATTE GEL EXTRA

THE WHITEST LATTE GEL EVER

THE MOST CONTRASTED BABY BOOMER NAILS

The babyboomer technique is still ruling the nail world so we would like to
provide you a new latte shade. This beautiful color convinces the clients at
the first time. You can gain a perfect milky white shade and this won’t fade
even after 3-4 weeks. It can be used to build a whole nail.
Cure time:
2-3 mins in UV lamp
1-2 mins in LED lamp

5ml
15ml
50ml

FRENCH BUILDER GELS

LATTE GEL

WHITE BUILDER GEL

TOTAL COVER FOR THE PERFECT SMILE LINE
What makes this white builder gel unique besides the ideal density and shadow free texture is the maximum amount of pigment content.
Cure time:
3 mins in UV lamp
2 mins in LED lamp

The nail was made with Latte gel

The nail was made with Latte Extra gel

5ml
15ml

Advantages:
- total whiteness
- ideal density for a sharp smile-line
- a texture providing shadow and patch free
work
- suitable for competitions too
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WHITE DELUX BUILDER GEL

EASY TO CURE, SNOW WHITE BUILDER GEL

FRENCH BUILDER GELS

WHITE DELUX

Super white builder gel, which doesn’t get yellow, even after weeks. It can
be cured easily, even if you apply it in a thick layer. Perfect choice for both
competition and salon work to create easily the ideal white free edge. Dense
consistency
Cure time:
3 mins in UV lamp
2 mins in LED lamp

5ml
15ml

LUX WHITE

LUXURY WHITE FOR THE SHARP SMILE LINE

CHOICE OF THE CHAMPIONS: BRILLIANT WHITENESS!

LUX WHITE

Whiter than the other gels, with ideal density, maximal pigmentation for the
perfect shade- and stain free work. Ideal choice for salon work, but it can be
the key element of triumphon competitions too.
Cure time:
4 mins in UV lamp
2-3 mins in LED lamp.

5ml
15ml

FRENCH PASTA GEL

FOR GEL OR GELLAC SURFACE AS WELL

THE KEY TO THE FAST AND EASY MADE SMILE-LINE
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The nail was made with French Pasta gel

The nail was made with White Builder gel

5ml

Perfect white color. For the thinner french smile lines. It is a soft but stable
material that is developed for precise and quick adjustments and it does not
flow into the wrinkles. It characterized by high abrasion resistance. 0 or 0
long brushes are recommended. You can also use it for painting on the surface on strengthened and built nails. It cures to sticky and cover is required.
Cure time:
2 mins in UV lamp
1 min in LED lamp

BB BUILDER GEL - TEST KITS
“THE TEST OF GREATNESS – ON A BETTER PRICE”

One kit for the perfect future gel nails. In our special kit now you find
all of the five colors to try polygel acryl nailsculpting. Make french
nails, Baby Boomer or even sculpt a whole nail with future gel. The
kit contains: Clear, Cover Builder, White, Clear Pink and Latte Future
gel colors
You will find everything in the Future Gel that you love, easy and timeless shaping, do not heat up, do not flow away, easy to file, faster sculpting, easier and more precise salon work.
Ideal for beginners and masters too, in the salon work or at the competitions.

CLEAR • COVER BUILDER • WHITE • CLEAR PINK • LATTE

BUILDER GEL KITS

FUTURE GEL TEST KIT

5 x 3ml

BASIC NAIL TECHNICIAN KIT
The Basic nail tech kit contains everything you will need at the start of
the nail technician course.
The kit contains:
• Inno-sept soap 500ml
• Baridez - tool sanitizer 250ml
• Clarasept Derm - skin sanitizer 250ml
• Cuticle remover 15ml
• Nail prep 15ml
• Primer stick - acid
• Hypnotic gel&lac Bond 4ml
• Iron Gel 15ml
• White Builder Gel 5 ml
• Cover Pink Gel - Tan 5 ml
• Acrylic Powder Clear 30ml
• Acrylic Powder White 30ml
• Acrylic Powder Cover Pink 30ml
• Brush&Go Gel - Go1 4,5ml
• Hypnotic Gel&Lac 40 4ml
• Hypnotic Gel&Lac Top 4ml
• No Blue Extra Top 8ml
• 2 in 1 - base and top coat 8ml
Nail Polish C25 15ml
• Nail Polish F1 15ml
• Art Lacquer white 3ml
• Cuticle oil Almond 15ml
• Cuticle Pusher
• “Easy” Tip Cutter
• Cuticle Scissors
• Nail Scissors
• Stainless steel File
• Brill File #150/150
• Brill File #180/180
• Brill Soft File #180/180
• Drop File
• Acrylic Refiner #100/180

• Magic Shine Buffer
• Dust brush purple
• Silk thread - small 20cm
• Natural Tip-Box
• Double Wing Form 30pcs
Manicure bowl
• Glass jar - small
• Brush on Glue
• Orange wooden stick - 1pc
• Gel Brush #4
• Gel Brush #6
• Brush 0 Short
• Thick Acrylic Brush #6
• Cleaner - gel cleansing liquid 50ml
• Acryl Remover 100ml
• NailArt Liquid 50ml
• Buffer White
• Cuticle pusher – stainless – long
• Nail Art Brush
• Salt Oil Scrub 200ml
• Hand and Foot care Caribbean Berry and Melon 250ml
• Two-sided heel file
• Nail clipper
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PREPARATION, BASE AND TOP GELS
SPRAY PREP AND
SPRAY PREP REFILL

PREPA R AT ION L IQUIDS

PREPARATION SPRAY WITH PUMP
AND PREPARATION SPRAY TANKER
ANTISEPTIC AND ALSO WATER DEPRIVING

Antiseptic, water depriving preparation liquid. Use it to sanitize the hand
of the client and yours too, before you start to work. It increases the adhesion
of the nail
Advantages:
- fine, even spreading, more economical
- refillable, you need to buy the pretty
bottle only once
- small size and weight

50ml
Tanker 100ml
Tanker 400ml

NAIL PREP

WITH BRUSH

USE IT FOR EVERY PREPARATION!

Sanitize, prevents the formation of fungi, water depriving and Ph value
balancing effect. It needs to be dried before the use of primers.
Advantages:
- strong sanitize effect
- recommended to use before every
material (gels, acrylics and gel&lacs)
- increases adhesion

BB tip: after filing and dust removing
wipe the surface with Nail Prep. It removes every tiny pieces of dust, so the
shine gel remains totally clear.

15ml

PREPARATION WITH
BRUSH

FOR THE PERFECT
ADHESION
1. Push back the cuticles
2. Removes the shine
3. Nail Prep or Spray Prep
4. Primer 1 - apply very thinly, never
touch the skin, wait until has no shine
5. Primer 2 - apply very thinly
6. Bond Gel - apply thinly, cure for 2 minutes
then comes the nail sculpting...
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The nail was made with Designer gels.

1X1

PRIMER 1 – ACID
AND PRIMER PENCIL

ACIDIC PRIMER

It helps the adhesion of gels and acrylic nails by dehydration. In case of
problematic nails use it before Primer 2 and wait for 20 seconds. Apply thinly.
Avoid skin contact!

BASE GELS

Advantages:
- it dehydrates all layers of the nail
- great choice for problematic nails
15ml
pencil

PRIMER 2 – ACID FREE

SUPER STRONG ADHESION

Creates extreme adhesion, forms a sticky layer when it is dried. For gel, acrylic
and gel&lac nails.
Advantages:
- very strong adhesive effect
- acid free

15ml

BOND GEL

UNIVERSAL BASE - SECRET OF THE ADHESION

The BB Bond Gel is a top development that is extremely adhesive, even in
case of problematic nails. It can be used as totally reliable base layer for both
the builder gels by BrillBird and gel&lac products.

The nail was made with Hypnotic 158 and 161.

Advantages:
- reliable adhesive gel for both proble matic clients
and beginner technicians
- it provides a non-sliding base for french manicure
refill, what makes the smile line sharper
- soak off product, while keeping its adhesion, you can
use under gel&lac base

Cure time
2 mins in UV lamp
1 min in LED lamp
5ml
15ml

The nail was made with Future gel Brilll White.

SOAK-OFF
FLEXIBLE

ADHESIVE GEL
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HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC BOND

SOAK-OFF
FLEXIBLE

USE FOR NAIL SCULPTING TOO!

The Hypnotic Gel&Lac Bond Gel can be perfectly used even under builder
gels. The base, developed for the Hypnotic Gel&Lac family, which secures
extremely good adhesion. No lifting is guaranteed, and it is durable for 3 weeks.
Its specialty is that despite the perfect adhesion, it is very easy to soak off.

BASE GELS

Cure time
2 mins in UV lamp
1 min in LED lamp
4ml
8ml
15ml

COLOR BOOST BASE GEL

SOAK-OFF
FLEXIBLE

BASE GEL WITH COLOR STIMULATING EFFECT

EVEN MORE PERFECT COVERAGE

White bond gel, perfect for light, pastel and neon-colored gel&lacs. Due to its
brightening effect, the colors applied to the Color Boost Base Gel are much
stronger and cover better. Only one layer is enough, apply it onto prepared
natural nails, covered with scrub. It needs cleansing. Soluble
Cure time:
2-3 mins in UV lamp
0,5-1 min in LED lamp
8ml
15ml

FLEXI HARD BASE GEL

SOAK-OFF
FLEXIBLE

FLEXIBLE, CLEAR BASE AND STRENGTHENING GEL
Our base gel, which meets the latest needs, is a self-leveling, dense, yet easyto-use gel that you will instantly like! It can also be used without Bond Gel,
speeding up the work. Use it to strengthen natural nails and under gellac, even
without repainting, to create the C curve, it is also perfect for the correction
of broken nails. Flexible, soluble.
Cure time:
3 minutes in UV
1-2 minutes in LED
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The nail was made with Hypnotic 51

The nail was made with GO65

8ml
15ml

MANI GEL CLEAR

MANICURE GEL
CLEAR NATURAL NAIL

SOAK-OFF
FLEXIBLE

Easy to soak off flexible manicure gel. Cleansing needed.
Cure time:
3 mins in UV lamp
1-2 mins in LED lamp

15ml

MANI GEL PINK / MILKY

MANICURE GEL

Advantages:
- the same flexibility and adhesion, in
vivider colors
- trendy nude effect
- healthy, pink nail bed

Cure time:
3 mins in UV lamp
1-2 mins in LED lamp

15ml

MANI GEL EXTRA

NEW COLORED BASES

Our family of strengthening gel lacs meet the latest needs as an improved version
of the much-loved Mani gels. The super feature of Mani Gel Extra is that it cures
well even without Bond gel, a dense, C-curve can be formed more easily with
them, the material is harder, so it is more resistant due to its pigmentation, so it
can also be used as a color. You can make nude, French, or even babyboomer nails
very quickly and easily.
NEW!

Cure time:
3 minutes in UV
1-2 minutes LED

15ml

Latte – silver
Latte rose

NEW!

Cover- gold

NEW!

Cover dark

Cover – white

Rose - silver

NEW!

NEW!

8ml

Cover light

NEW!

Clear

The nail was made with Mani gel Extra

NEW!

Latte - gold

Cover dark, Latte rose,
Latte white

Latte white

15ML
EDITION
SOON!

TRANSPARENT PINK AND MILKY PINK

The color versions of Mani Gel Clear: in pink glass (Pink) and milky pink colors
(Milky) that slighthly covers smaller nail problems.

milky

pink

SOAK-OFF
FLEXIBLE

BASE GELS

clear

Advantages:
- great for natural nail strengthening
- flexibility, great adhesion
- ideal underneath gel &lacs and over
thin nails
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SOAK-OFF
FLEXIBLE

NUDE BUILDER GEL&LAC

GEL&LAC BUILDER WITH BRUSH

SOAKABLE BUILDER WITH BRUSH

Builder gel &lac with brush to ease the use of the gel&lac. From the practical
jar the thick gel&lac does not flow away. Use in one or two layers and try with
bond gel as well. With the brush build C-curve. Use as the 3-phase gel&lacs.

BASE GELS & CLEANERS

Cure time:
2-3 mins in UV lamp
1 min in UV/LE D lamp
8ml

CLEANER

CLEANSING LIQUID

HIGH SHINE WITH ONLY ONE WIPE

Effective cleansing, and due to the modified components high shine characterizes it. Can be used to clean gel brushes and also for cleaning the UV lamp.

Advantages:
- makes the surface less dull
- economical, even in large package
50ml
100ml
400ml

BB tip: removes the gluey layer from the trenches,
so the lifetime of your file will grow.

SCENTED CLEANER

CLEANSING LIQUID

HIGH SHINE WITH ONLY ONE WIPE, WITH LILLY OF THE VALLEY AND VANILLA
SCENT

Vanilla scent

50ml
100ml
400ml

Lilly of the valley scent

50ml
100ml

The nail was made with GO116 Brush&Go gel.
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The nail was made with Nude Builder gel&lac.

Lilly of the valley and vanilla scented Cleaner, soak off liquid. Removes the
gluey layer on the surface of the nails. Gives bright luster for the nails.

EXTRA TOP

FAVORITE OF THE NON-CLEANSING, UNIVERSAL SHINE
PROFESSION! ON TOP OF GEL AND GEL&LAC!
Universal top shine. Perfect choice for the surface of gel, acryl or gel&lac

- dense
- protects and keeps the nails flexible and
shiny for 3 weeks
- easy to soak off
- one layer is enough, no need for cleansing

Cure time:
2 mins in UV lamp
30 secs in LED lamp

TOP GELS

NON-CLEANSING nails too.
SOAK-OFF
FLEXIBLE
Advantages:

15ml

EXTRA TOP NO BLUE

IT DOES NOT TURN NON-CLEANSING, UNIVERSAL SHINE GEL
BLUE!

NON-CLEANSING
SOAK-OFF
FLEXIBLE

ON TOP OF GEL AND GEL&LAC!

We’ve further developed the excellent features of the Extra Top! It can be
used for darker colors as well due to the special ingredients of the Extra Top
No blue. It preserves the original shades of the colors. One layer is enough
for weeks. Non-cleansing material.
BB tip: For white and light shades and babyboomer
nails we offer Extra Top because of the brightening
effect!

Cure time:
2 mins in UV lamp
30 secs in LED lamp
8ml

MATT EXTRA TOP

NON-CLEANSING, UNIVERSAL-MATTE TOP GEL

NON-CLEANSING ON TOP OF GEL AND GEL&LAC!
SOAK-OFF
FLEXIBLE
Suggested for gel and gel&lac nails. The new matt cover gel ensures a perfect and wear-free matt surface. Dense so it is enough to apply in one layer.
Soakable.
BB tip: follow the trends, combine the matt and
shiny surfaces.

Cure time:
2 mins in UV lamp
30 secs in LED lamp

The nail was made with Extra Top.

The nail was made with Matt Extra Top.

8ml
15ml
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MAGIC NIGHT TOP

NON-CLEANSING
LUMINESCENT TOP GEL
SOAK-OFF
FLEXIBLE TOP CONTAINING PHOSPHORUS PIGMENT
FLEXIBLE
Use the new lighting top and your clients will admire the nails not just in the
daytime but at night as well. Because of the high pigment content, shake
before use.

TOP GELS

Cure time:
2-3 mins in UV lamp
8ml

EFFECT TOP COAT

FINE GLOSSY TOP

NON-CLEANSING
SOAK-OFF
Tiny glitter color-changing top coat in 3 color variants: golden, turquoise, pink.
FLEXIBLE
Can be used on the entire surface or only as a pattern, also on gel lacs and built
nails. Non-cleansing.

Cure time:
2 min in UV
30 sec in LED
4ml

The nail was made with Golden Effect Top Coat.

pink

lavender
lavender

turquoise

green
green

golden

aquamarine
aquamarine

NEW!

pearl

NEW!

pearl

NEW!

FEKETE ALAPON
diamond
The nail was made with Pink Effect Top Coat.
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NEW!

NUDE ALAPON
diamond

NEW!

MATT SPLASH TOP BLACK

SUPER SPECTACULAR SPLASH EFFECT

NON-CLEANSING
A matte top gel enriched with tiny black flakes of different sizes and shapes. It
SOAK-OFF
cures to a matte in 1 minute but can be made shiny with an extra layer of Extra
FLEXIBLE

Cure time:
2 min in UV
1 min in LED
4ml

GLITTER TOP

TOP GELS

white

black

top. It has a more solid „splashed” effect in 1 layer, a stronger / denser effect in
two layers. Non-cleansing, flexible.

SOAK-OFF TOP GEL WITH SPARKLING FLAKES

NON-CLEANSING A top gel with tiny, irregular shapes and smaller/ larger shimmering flakes.
SOAK-OFF
As the light is being reflected on the surface, it gives a very nice effect to
FLEXIBLE
either a more classic or an extreme pattern. The flakes lie well on the nail,

silver

gold

so the surface will be as smooth as it can be. A lighter effect can be achieved
in one layer but stronger in two layers. Shake the jar well before you use it.
Non-cleansing, flexible, soak-off.
Cure time:
1 minute in UV
2-3 minutes in LED
4ml

HARD&GO GEL&LAC

NON-CLEANSING
SHIELD PROTECTION FOR NATURAL NAILS!
SOAK-OFF
NON-CLEANSING NATUAL NAIL STRENGTHENING GEL
FLEXIBLE
Strengthening for weak nails
‒ shield protection
BB tip: use it for French nails,
for substitute transparent!

Cure time:
2 mins in UV lamp
30 secs in LED lamp
5ml
15ml

The nail was made with Matt Splash Top.

The nail was made with Glitter Top Gold.

ERŐSÍTÉSRE IS!

- Protects, keeps the natural nails shiny
and flexible for 2 weeks
- Contains keratin, which is the main component of the nail, and it makes it stronger
- Can be removed easily, in 15 mins
- One layer is enough, no cleansing
- Apply and cure (it cures even for sunlight)
and you can go!
- Perfect for man manicure
- Dense consistency
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FLAKE TOP COAT

GLITTER TOP GEL IN 3 SHADES

NON-CLEANSING
NON-SOAKABLE
FLEXIBLE

You can give a spectacular effect to any base color wih our tops with sparkling mica
sheets. They are more restrained on a light background and you can achieve extra
effects on dark backgrounds with it. It has a slightly denser texture so spreads
well. Non-cleansing and flexible.
Shake well before use!

TOP GELS

Cure time:
2-3 min in UV
1-2 min in LED
1

2

4ml

3

BRILL TOP GEL

NON-CLEANSING NON-CLEANSING TOP
NON-SOAKABLE
NON-FLEXIBLE ABRASION-RESISTANT SHINE

No cleansing shine gel with the easiest and fastest application. Use it
thinly. You can apply on gel and acrylic nails.
Advantages:
- no cleansing
- high shine
- abrasion-resistant
- elegant, silky sparkling
- special effect
- no yellowing

Cure time:
3 mins in UV lamp
1-2 mins in LED lamp
8ml
15ml

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC TOP

CLEANSING
SOAK-OFF
FLEXIBLE

IN THREE EDITIONS!

Hypnotic Top: this top gel was developed for the Hypnotic Gel&Lac family.
Easier to soak off, if you refine the surface first.

The nail was made with Flake Top Coat.
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The nail was made with Flake Top Coat 1.

4ml
8ml
15ml

TOP MANI GEL

CLEANSING
SOAK-OFF
FLEXIBLE

It is able to get the movement of your own nails flexibly, well-adhering, top
gel. Acryl Remover can penetrate the modified large molecular structure, so
the material can be gently dissolved without filing.
Advantages:
- gives high shine to the nails
- great flexibility and abrasion resistance
- ideal over gel&lacs and mani gels

Cure time:
3 mins in UV
1-2 mins in LED
15ml

TOP

CLEANSING
SOAK-OFF
FLEXIBLE

GEL&LAC TOP

TOP GELS

TOP

CLEANSING TRANSPARENT, SOAK-OFF TOP GEL

TOP GEL

SOAK-OFF, YET DURABLE

Transparent, very glossy Gel & Lac top gel for protect colored material.
Advantages:
- durable and flexible
- it does not make the dark colors blue

Cure time:
2 min in UV
1-2 min in LED
5ml
15ml

TOP FINISH GEL

The shine gel of BrillBird cures easily even in a thick layer, and after the wiping of
the sticky layer, the shiny, clear layer can be seen, which makes every nail lively.

The nail was made with Top Mani gel.

Advantages:
- can be applied thickly, so it is good for hiding
imperfections, and you do not have to file
so much
- non-yellowing
- abrasion-resistant

Cure time:
3 mins in UV lamp
1-2 mins in LED lamp
5ml
15ml

The nail was made with GO66 Brush&Go gel.

CLEANSING
NON-SOAK-OFF
NON-FLEXIBLE

CLEANSING ‒ APPLIED THICKLY, NON-YELLOWING
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BRILLBIRD CURE TIME IN CHARTS
CURE TIME

UV
LAMP

LED
LAMP

BRILLBIRD CURE TIME IN CHARTS

BUILDER GELS

CURE TIME

UV
LAMP

LED
LAMP

BASE AND TOP GELS

FUTURE GEL

2-3 min 1-2 min

BOND GEL

2 min

1 min

NO FILE BUILDER GEL

2-3 min 1 min

HYPNOTIC BOND

2 min

1 min

IRON GEL

3 min

1-2 min

NUDE BUILDER GEL&LAC

2-3 min

1 min

HARD GEL

3 min

1-2 min

COLOR BOOST BASE GEL

2-3 min 0,5-1 min

UNIQ GEL

3 min

1-2 min

FLEXI HARD BASE GEL

3 min

ICY GEL

2-3 min 1-2 min

HARD&GO GEL&LAC *

SAPPHIRE GEL

3 min

GUM GEL

3 min

1-2 min

MATT SPLASH TOP

2 min

1 min

PINK BUILDER GEL MILKY

3 min

1-2 min

FLAKE TOP COAT

2-3 min

1-2 min

PINK BUILDER GEL GLASSY

3 min

2 min

30 sec

COVER BUILDER GEL

3 min

2 min

EXTRA TOP - NO BLUE

2 min

1 min

BOUNCY COVER BUILDER GEL

3 min

2 min

MATT EXTRA TOP

2 min

1 min

FORMING COVER BUILDER GEL 3 min

2-3 min

MANI GEL TOP

3 min

1-2 min

NUDE BUILDER GEL

3 min

1-2 min

BRILL TOP GEL

3 min

1-2 min

COVER FLESH GEL

3 min

1-2 min

UV TOP COAT

3 min

1-2 min

COVER PINK GEL

3 min

1-2 min

TOP FINISH GEL

3 min

1-2 min

COVER PINK GEL TAN

3 min

1-2 min

MAGIC NIGHT TOP

2-3 min

COVER PINK GEL BRILL

3 min

1-2 min

HYPNOTIC TOP

3 min

1-2 min

WHITE BUILDER GEL

3 min

1-2 min

LIQUID METAL TOP

3 min

1-2 min

WHITE DELUX BUILDER GEL

3 min

1-2 min

MANI GEL&LAC TOP

3 min

1-2 min

LUX WHITE GEL

4 min

2-3 min

GLITTER TOP

2-3 min

LATTE GEL

3 min

1-2 min

COLORED GEL&LACS

LATTE EXTRA GEL

2-3 min 1-2 min

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC

2-3 min 1-2 min

ANTI FUNGUS PEDI GEL

2-3 min 1,5 min

CAT EYE

2 min

Does not cure EFFECT TOP COAT

Does not cure EXTRA TOP

COLOR GELS

1-2 min

2 min

1 min

2 min

30 sec

1 min

1 min

1 min

LIQUID METAL & REALSILVER 4 min

1-2 min

BRUSH&GO GEL

2 min

1-2 min

COLOR GEL&LAC

3 min

1-2 min

COLOR GEL (C, B, D, F)*

3 min

2 min

ART GEL&LAC

3 min

2 min

GLAMOUR GEL

2-3 min 1,5 min

TIFFANY GEL&LAC

3-4 min 2-3 min

CONTOUR PAINT GEL

3 min

1,5 min

SOAK-OFF GELS

SPIDER GEL

3 min

1,5 min

MANI GEL - CLEAR, PINK, MILKY 3 min

1-2 min

DESIGNER GEL

3 min

2 min

MANI GEL EXTRA

1-2 min

3D FORMING GEL

3 min

2 min

GEL FOR TRANSFER FOIL

40 sec

20-25 sec

3 min

*Except Brill Air and some of Brill colors, which do
not cure in LED lamp
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BRILLBIRD TOP SHINE AND BUILDER GELS IN CHART
CLEANSING

effect top coat
matt splash top
flake top coat
brill top
top finish
mani gel top
mani gel&lac top
magic night top
liquid metal top
hypnotic top
extra top
matt extra top
extra top - no blue
glitter top

NONCLEANSING

FLEXIBLE

SOAKABLE

×
×
×
×

×
×
×

×
×
×

NONSOAKABLE

×
×

×
×
×

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

×
×
×
×
×
×
×

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

TOP GELS

FOR EXTENDED
NAILS

FOR NATURAL
NAILS

FOR
DECORATIONS

DENSITY
(1*-4*)

effect top coat
matt splash top
flake top coat
brill top
top finish
mani gel top
mani gel&lac top
magic night top
liquid metal top
hypnotic top
extra top
matt extra top
extra top - no blue
glitter top

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×

×
×
×

×
×
×

**
***
**
**
***
***
**
***
*
**
***
***
***
***

BUILDER GELS
DENSITY
future gel
no file builder gel
iron
uniq
hard
sapphire
gum
icy
milky
glassy
bouncy cover builder
cover builder

*

×
×
×
×

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
**

***

×
×
×
×
×
****

*****

BRILLBIRD CURE TIME IN CHARTS

TOP GELS

******
×

×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
×
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BRUSH&GO
GEL
„JUST APPLY AND
GO” COLOR GELS
COVERS PERFECTLY
IN ONE LAYER
PERFECT CHOICE FOR
GEL DECORATIONS
CLEANSING FREE

THE BRUSH&GO GELS DUE TO THEIR ULTRA-HIGH PIGMENT CONTENT COVERS PERFECTLY IN ONE LAYER, AND CURE SHINY, SO
THERE IS NO NEED FOR CLEANSING AND
SHINE GEL!

The nail was made with Brush&Go Go 74, 100 és 101.

CREATE AMAZING NAILS FOR YOUR CLIENTS, WITH
2/3 LESS TIME AND MATERIAL USAGE! CHOOSE THE
BRUSH&GO FAMILY OF BRILLBIRD!
we can replace the 2 layers of color gels, plus the top shine
with one layer of brush&go gel. we do not have to cure
the nails layer by layer, and cleanse them at the end of the
process. we can suggest our brush&go color gels not only
for creating a colorful free edge and complete coverage,
but they are also perfect for gel decorations.
Cure time:
UV lamp 2 min
LED lamp 1-2 min

4,5ml
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GO 2

GO 3

GO 4

GO 5

GO 6

GO 7

GO 8

GO 9

GO 10

GO 11

GO 12

GO 13

GO 14

GO 15

GO 16

GO 17

GO 18

GO 19

GO 20

GO 21

GO 22

GO 23

GO 24

GO 25

GO 26

GO 27

GO 28

GO 29

GO 31

GO 32

GO 33

GO 34

GO 35

GO 36

GO 37

GO 38

GO 39

GO 40

GO 41

GO 42

GO 43

GO 44

GO 45

GO 46

GO 47

GO 48

GO 49

GO 50

GO 51

GO 52

GO 53

GO 54

GO 55

GO 56

GO 57

GO 58

GO 59

GO 60

GO 61

GO 62

GO 63

GO 64

GO 65

GO 66

GO 67

GO 68

GO 69

GO 70

GO 71

GO 72

GO 73

GO 74

GO 75

GO 76

GO 77

GO 78

GO 79

GO 80

GO 82

GO 83

GO 84

GO 85

GO 86

GO 87

GO 88

GO 89

GO 90

GO 91

GO 92

GO 93

GO 94

GO 95

GO 96

GO 97

GO 98

BRUSH&GO GEL

GO 1
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BRUSH&GO GEL

GO 99

GO 100

GO 101

GO 102

GO 103

GO 104

GO 105

GO 106

GO 107

GO 108

GO 109

GO 110

GO 111

GO 112

GO 113

GO 114

GO 115

GO 116

GO 117

GO 118

GO 119

GO 120

GO 121

GO 122

GO 123

GO 124

GO 125

GO 126

GO 127

GO 128

GO 129

BRUSH&GO GEL
USAGE

1X1

The nail was made with Brush&Go Go 127.

Built-in free edge: paint the free edge with
your chosen Brush&Go color, then cover it
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On the whole nail surface: apply it built-in
before the cover layer or after you file nail
to form
BB tip: More durability and shine with one layer of
Hard&Go Gel&Lac on the nail

On acrylic nail: after filing the nails to form,
cover them with Top Finish Gel. Cure them,
remove the shine with a buffer, then apply
the Brush&go gel
For decoration: ideal choice for built-in and
surface decorations, non cleansing

SUNSET KISS

BRUSH&GO COLOR GEL KIT

GO 91

GO 92

GO 94

4 X 4,5 ML

GO 95

AMORE MIO

BRUSH&GO COLOR GEL KIT
Love for the first sight! Cool summer colors in one kit. You
will love it in a short time.

GO 84

GO 87

GO 88

4 X 4,5 ML

BRUSH&GO GEL KITS

The most gorgeous shades of the sunset in one kit together.
The kit contains: Brush&Go gel go 91, go 92, go 94 and go 95

GO 89

SWEET BABY

BRUSH&GO COLOR GEL KIT
Moderate nude colors, baby pink and baby blue colors in
selection. Ideal for soft color lovers.

GO 43

GO 67

GO 68

The nail was made with Brush&Go Go2

GO 34

4 X 4,5 ML
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MUST HAVE

BRUSH&GO COLOR GEL KITS
We selected you a kit which contains the essential colors:
snowwhite, black, red and pink. You can cover the whole
nail surface with them, create the free edge or designs.

BRUSH&GO GEL KITS

GO 1

GO 3

GO 18

PASTEL NEON

BRUSH&GO COLOR GEL KITS
Super cool selection of the trendiest NEON PASTEL colors!
A real funky feeling. Your clients feel pretty and they cheer
up just by looking at their beautiful nails.

The nail was made with Brush&Go Go52, Go56, Go58, Go59 and Go67.

GO 52

54

GO 2

4 X 4,5 ML

GO 55

GO 56

GO 58

4 X 4,5 ML

Extremely vivid colors, what can be cured easily (2-3 minutes),
lively colors without macro glitters. 100% BrillBird color purity!
BB tip: Use C3 clear gel to soften the other gels. For example in case
glittery gels you can create glass effect with it
5ml

C01

C02

C03

white

black

clear

C06

C08

C11

C14

C15

C16

C17

C18

C19

C20

C21

C22

C25

C26

C30

C34

C38

C40

C42

C46

C48

C58

C59

C62

C63

C64

C65

C67

C68

C71

The nail was made with Color Gel C64.

BRILLBIRD COLOR GEL

The nail was made with Color Gel C34.

SZÍNES ZSELÉK

C04
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BRILL AND BRILL AIR
GEL

DIAMOND GEL
DIAMOND SHINE GELS

COLOR GELS

As their name shows, these gels are empowered with brilliant sparkling of special polyester glitters in a special carrier
gel – creating real jewel nails. In addition we pay particular
attention to these unique colors, since they wear our
brand name and slogan that advertises.

Soft, elegant gels with blinding diamond shine and
immaculate coverage.
Cure time:
UV lamp 3 min
LED lamp 2 min
5ml

Cure time:
UV lamp 3 min
LED lamp 2 min

5ml

B6

B7

B8

B9

D11

B12

B15

B19

B26

D22

B30

B36

B47

B56

B67

56

The nail was made with Future gel and D17 gel.

The nail was made with B19 gel.

BRILL
AIR

D16

D17

D21

GLAMOUR GEL

MAGIC LIGHT GEL

With our glittering gels, you get a real glamor effect. use
it in thin layer as effect on color surface, for filed smile line
and the whole nail surface in 2 layers or create the free
edge with it.

Unique effect by BrillBird. These color gels are available
in 2 versions: moderate with small micas, and one with
larger micas. Cover the whole nail surface, or create the
free edge with it. in the daytime your client can appear
with a moderate set of nails, but at night everyone will be
staring at her nails.
MAGIC LIGHT GELS PHOSPHORESCE AND GLOW IN
THE DARK, SO OUR CLIENTS BECOME THE QUEEN
OF THE BALL.

UNIQUE EFFECT

Cure time:
UV lamp 2 min
LED lamp 1 min
5ml

Stir it before using it, in every case!
Cure time:
UV lamp 3 min
LED lamp 2 min

1

2

3

4

COLOR GELS

PAINTING GEL

BB tip: In order to reach a more special effect, paint patterns with
Brush& Go Gel on its surface, which won’t glow in the dark, but the
pattern can be seen.
5ml

5

6

7

8
1

9

10

11

13

14

15

2

12

The nail was made with Magic Light 1 gel.

The nail was med with Glamour 12.

GLAMOUR GEL

in the dark
daylight
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CONTOUR PAINT GEL
NON-CLEANSING CONTOUR GEL

CONTOUR GEL

For thin and thick contour lines and 3D effect. Highly pigmented, like Designer gel, but thickly cure than Brush&Go
gels. Does not flow in extreme heat, perfect for gel painting, too. Ideal for shell patterns and for 3D effect. According to latest trends Contour gel can be cured thickly.

Cure time:
UV lamp 3 min
LED lamp 1,5 min

1

white

5

58

9

brown

The nail was made with Contour Paint gel 1 .

The nail was made with Contour Paint gel 3 and 4.

The nail was made with Contour Paint gel 5 .

gold

5ml

2

black

6

silver

3

pink

7

dark silver

4

peach

8

metal rose

3D FORMING GEL

SPIDER GEL

Very dense, odorless, forming decoration gel. Easy to
create flower or lace patterns. It is applicable over shine
gels. Flat the gel with a brush - soaked with Cleaner -, then
you can create the desired pattern with a nail art needle.
You have unlimited time to form. Cleansing free product.
No need to seal

Use the Spider Gel to draw super thin and even straight
lines. Create geometric shapes, spider webs and 3D lines.
Dense texture, very elastic material, it won’t break. It is
easy to learn how to use. Put a dotting tool to the starting
point and design the pattern with a confident, quick movement. You can use it on nails with gel&lac and on built
nails as well. Non-cleansing

NAIL ART GEL

1

white

6

orange

10

ivory

3ml

2

black

7

red

11

peach

3

pink

8

light purple

12

burgundy

Cure time:
UV lamp 3 min
LED lamp 1,5 min

3ml

4

white

black

9

gold

champagne

13

BB tip: Use Peel Of Skin Protect to protect the skin.

dark pink

purple

neon yellow

russian
gold

royal
blue

3D FORMING AND SPIDER GEL S

Cure time:
UV lamp 2-3 min
LED lamp 1-2 min

COBWEB GEL

14

The nail was made with Spider Gel gel Russian gold .

The nail was made with 3D Forming gel f.

turquoise
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DESIGNER GEL

COLOR GEL

TECHNICAL
MANUAL

Incredibly high pigmentation, dense, cleansing free paint
gel. It covers in a very thin layer too. You can work with it
for (almost) an unlimited time, doesn’t flow, doesn’t move.
Vivid, powerful colors even for contouring or one Move
technique. UV / Led system. Available in 21 colors.
Cure time:
UV lamp 3-4 min
LED lamp 1-2 min
3ml

7

red

11

neon orange

15

plum

19

military green

23

violet

27

lavender

60

2

black

8

blue

12

neon coral

16

green

20

purple

24

petrol blue

4

gold

9

light blue

13

neon yellow

17

baby pink

21

nude

25

burgundy

6

yellow

10

neon pink

14

neon green

18

brown

Brush&Go Gel ‒ most universal color gel, for
painting, free edge, full nails and surface
decoration.
Color Gel ‒ best for built in free edge and
full nails.
Frosty Gel ‒ icy, glittery, with fine whitish
color effect.
Brill Gel and Brill Air Gel ‒ gels which contain
different grains in wonderful colors
Diamond Gel ‒ Sparkling glitters with clear gel.
Glamour Gel ‒ the most brilliant gel nowadays.
extra shiny flakes instead of glitters.
Thermo Color Gel ‒ changing colors for the
temperature in a spectacular way
Contour Paint Gel ‒ for perfect thick and
thin contour lines.
3D Gel ‒ Suggested for 3d patterns because
of the extreme dense texture
Designer Gel ‒ Strongly pigmented painting
gel for flatter 3D patterns, one move technique and gel painting.
3D Forming Gel ‒ patterns with acrylic effect
made with gel.
Magic Light Gel ‒ gels what phosphoresce
in the dark.

22

neon peach

26

pink

28

emerald

The nail was made with Petrol Blue Designer gel.

1

white

A köröm Hypn

DESIGNER GEL

NAIL ART GEL
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HYPNOTIC GEL&L AC

BRILLBIRD
GEL&LACS

GLAMOROUS
GENERATION
OF GEL&LACS
BEAUTIFUL,
MATCHING COLOR
BOTTLES!
MORE DURABLE BASE
(HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC BOND)
•

- ABRASION- AND YELLOWING FREE
SHINE

•

- IT CAN BE APPLIED EASILY AND WITHOUT STRIPES

•

- NOW EASIER TO SOAK OFF, MORE
GENTLE TO THE NAILS

•

- HIGHLY PIGMENTED COLORS

•

DURABLE FOR MORE THAN 3 WEEKS!

Hypnotic Gel&Lac is the new generation of gel polishes.
Thanks to the newest developments their color is more
pigmented, they don’t crease. It’s dense texture don’t let
the material flow at the cuticles. Due to the dense consistency, they can be applied without stripes, and, they don’t
flow to the cuticle area. Now eaiser to soak off, so they are
gentle to the nails.
Your clients can quickly decide by looking at the enchanting
hypnotic gel&lac bottles.
4ml
8ml

Hypnotic Diamond (142-147, 168-174)
8ml
Hypnotic Latte (148-153)
4ml
8ml

THE GREATEST
INNOVATION
IN THE HISTORY OF
GEL&LAC
62

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

60

HYPNOTIC GEL&L AC

1

63

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

98

99

100

GLAMOUR

GLAMOUR

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

115

116

117

118

119

120

GLAMOUR

64

GLAMOUR

63

GLAMOUR

62

GLAMOUR

HYPNOTIC GEL&L AC

64

61

111

112

113

114

125

126

127

128

129

130

131

132

133

134

135

136

137

138

139

140

DIAMOND

DIAMOND

DIAMOND

DIAMOND

DIAMOND

DIAMOND

LATTE

LATTE

LATTE

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

153

154
NEW!

155
NEW!

156
NEW!

157
NEW!

158
NEW!
DIAMOND

NEW!

164
NEW!
DIAMOND

163
NEW!
DIAMOND

DIAMOND

171

162
NEW!
DIAMOND

161
NEW!

165
NEW!

166
NEW!

167
NEW!

168
NEW!

159
NEW!

169
NEW!

172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
FROMMAY FROMMAY FROMMAY FROMMAY FROMMAY FROMMAY FROMMAY FROMMAY

160
NEW!
DIAMOND

152
NEW!

DIAMOND

151

HYPNOTIC GEL&L AC

124

LATTE

123

LATTE

122

LATTE

121

170
NEW!

180
FROMMAY
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HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC BOND AND TOP

IN 3 SIZES

66

HYPNOTIC TOP

This top coat was developed for the Hypnotic Gel&Lac
family, which does not make the colors yellow, durable for
3 weeks, gives high shine. easier to soak off, if you refine
the surface first.

4ml
8ml
15ml

4ml
8ml
15ml

The nail was made with Hypnotic gel&lac 139.

The nail was made with Hypnotic gel&lac 120.

HYPNOTIC GEL&L AC

HYPNOTIC BOND

The base, developed for the Hypnotic Gel&Lac family,
which provides extremely good adhesion. No lifting is
guaranteed, and it is durable for 3weeks. Its specialty is
that despite the perfect adhesion, it is very easy to soak
off. It can be used under builder gel.

HYPNOTIC GEL&L AC KITS

HYPNOTIC
GEL&LAC
KITS

PASTEL

NEW!

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT
Choose our set of charming pastel colors to create very
fine, soft color nails.

8ML EDITION

4 X 8ML
164

165

166

167

COLOR VIBES

NEW!
From may!

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT

The highest level of vibration! Are you bold? Do you like
explosive colors? Get our Color Vibes kit and the success
is guaranteed!

8ML EDITION

177

178

179

180

4 X 8ML
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SUPERSTAR

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT

HYPNOTIC GEL&L AC KITS

We have selected the most promising Hypnotic Gel&Lac
colors of the fall into one kit and you will find them in large
editons in the box. Exciting combinatons for everybody.
You can always get the colors at a discount in kit.

8ML EDITION

156

157

160

161

4 X 8ML

ANGEL

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT
Angelically soft pastel colors and a little subdued
glitter with 4 colors.
Kit contains: Hypnotic gel&lac 133, 134, 135, 136

8ML EDITION

133

134

135

136

4 X 8ML

TROPICAL

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT
Tropical vibe, exploding wild colors, breathtaking
vibration in one set.
Kit contains: Hypnotic gel&lac 138, 139, 140, 141

8ML EDITION

138

139

140

141

4 X 8ML

SUGAR PLUM

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT

Velvety fuchsia, mallow, ash rose, latte shades await in
our Sugar Plum kit, plus we’ve now put a large 8ml bottles
in the boxes.
The kit contains: Hypnotic 124, 125, 126, 129

8ML EDITION
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124

125

126

129

4 X 8ML

CORAL KISS

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT

4 X 4ML
119

120

121

122

BE GLAMOROUS

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT

GLAMOUR

111

GLAMOUR

109

GLAMOUR

GLAMOUR

Be seductive with the Be Glamorous kit colors! We have
brought you 4 sparkle shades in one set! The glitter-rich
gel&lacs give a stunning look to your nails.
The kit contains: Hypnotic 109, 111, 112, 114

112

114

HYPNOTIC GEL&L AC KITS

Collect the most fresh colors of the spring-summer on
an unbeatable price.
The kit contains: Hypnotic 119, 120, 121, 122

4 X 4ML

HOLIDAY

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT
This kit is the best choice, it has the most popular colors
included. a basic must have.
The kit contains: Hypnotic 102, 103, 104 and 105

4 X 4ML
102

103

104

105

DANCE WITH ME

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT

These colors invite you for a dance. Leave yourself to take
with them.
The kit contains: Hypnotic 94, 95, 96 and 99

94

95

96

99

4 X 4ML
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BUBBLE GUM

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT

HYPNOTIC GEL&L AC KITS

Girly colors that always make fun. Try them and you won’t
be disappointed!
The kit contains: Hypnotic 64, 68, 88 and 89

64

68

88

89

4 X 4ML

WILD NIGHT

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT

Conquer the night with glittering autumn colors.
The kit contains: Hypnotic 79, 82, 83 and 85

79

82

83

85

4 X 4ML

CUPCAKE

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT
Baby pink, Tulip pink, Purple acacia or Baby blue - the
sweetest colors as a Cupcake are selected into this kit.
The kit contains: Hypnotic Gel&Lac 49, 50, 51, 52

49

50

51

52

4 X 4ML

RIO LIGHTS

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT
Hypnotic Gel&Lac Rio Lights kit was inspired by the vibrant,
colorful lights of Brazil. Neon, if you want something truly
exotic.
The kit contains: Hypnotic Gel&Lac 53, 57, 58, 59

53

70

57

58

59

4 X 4ML

FRENCH KIT

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC KIT
Hypnotic french manicure kit in big and economical size!
The kit contains: Hypnotic Bond 8 ml, Hypnotic White (#13)
8ml, Hypnotic Transparent Pink (#67) 8ml, Hypnotic Top
8 ml

HYPNOTIC GEL&L AC KITS

BIG EDITION

4 X8ML
BOND

13

67

TOP

HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC

STARTER KIT

You can try the special base, top and the favorite red color
of the clients (17) - of the Hypnotic Gel&Lac family - in this
practical kit. The kit contains: Hypnotic Gel&Lac Bond,
Hypnotic Gel&Lac Top, Hypnotic Gel&Lac color nr.17.

3 X 8 ML
HYPNOTIC GEL&LAC

STARTER KIT

Starter kit with led lamp. Our new Hypnotic Gel&Lac Starter kit has the best
features with professional materials and tools for the perfect experience.
Everything is included what you should need to start to do nails with gel&lac
from the prepare to the perfect coverage with a necessary lamp for all the
BrillBird products to cure. The kit comes with 3 classic colors.

The nail was made with Hypnotic gel&lac Diamond 144.

The nail was made with Hypnotic gel&lac 20.

The kit contains: Nail Prep 15ml • Primer 2 15ml • Hypnotic Bond 4ml •
Hypnotic Top 4ml • Led Pro Max uVled Lamp • Hypnotic Gel&Lac 31,
62, 64 4ml • Cleaner Wipes 100 pcs • Brill File 100/180 • Brill Buffer •
Cuticle pusher • Orange wooden stick • Small dust brush • Strawberry
Cuticle Oil 8ml
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CAT EYE GEL&LAC AND
CAT EYE EXTRA GEL&LAC

THE NEW GENERATION OF CAT EYE GELLACS HAS
ARRIVED!

C AT E Y E GEL&L AC

Super pigmented gellacs that change their colors depending on the
angle of the view and the light projected on the surface. It can shine
in 2-3 shades!
Apply one layer black or any kind of dark base color for the more
spectacular effect. Try the new Cat Eye Styling Magnet to create
the most fabulous cat eye effects.
Cat eye Extra
4ml

Cure time:
2-3 mins in UV lamp
1-2 mins in LED lamp
Play with the effects,
cover Platinum with
Tiffany gellac!

CAT EYE EXTRA GEL&LAC

gold

green

Cat eye pearl white
5ml

pink

CAT EYE STYLING
MAGNET
PATTERNS IN NEW STYLE

Use the Extra Cat Eye magnet, which has a
thick, reinforced magnet to create perfect
patterns. At the end of the magnet’s handle,
there is an extra small round magnet for even
more special patterns.

platinum

CAT EYE GEL&LAC

champagne

pearl white

EXTRA
CAT EYE MAGNET
Use our Cat Eye magnet to create new patterns.
It’s twice thicker than the traditional Cat Eye
magnet, you can create more powerful patterns. On the other end of the magnet, with
the small round magnet you can create more
special pattern.

The nail was made with Cat eye Extra Gel&Lac green
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The nail was made with Cat eye Extra Gel&Lac platinum

BB tip: hold the magnet (from above) close to the
nails, in a bit diagonal position. Don’t move the magnet for 10 seconds. Then lift the magnet vertically.

MANI GEL&LAC
BB COLOR GEL&LAC
OVERFLOWING COLORS

Curing time:
3 minutes in UV
1-2 minutes in LED

C 01

C 09

C 11
black

C 12
white

C 28

cover pink

C 32

MANI GEL&L AC

More pigment cannot fit in these gel&lacs, bb gel&lacs are famous for that.

5ml
15ml

C 41

C 42

C 48

C50

C 52

FROSTY NEON GEL&LAC
The marriage of the frost and neon, everybody recognises it. The moderate,
combination of the whitish shimmer and the vivid neon colors.
5ml
15ml

The nail was made with C42 Gel&Lac.

F 01

F 02

F 03

F 05

F 06

F 07

F 08

F 09

F 12

The nail was made with F6 Frosty Neon Gel&Lac.

Curing time:
3 minutes in UV
1-2 minutes in LED
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BLACK&WHITE ART GEL&LAC

Pitch-black and glaring white nail art gel&lac with needle sharp brushes. Easy to
create spectacular patterns over gel&lac nails.
Stronger, more definite lines!
5ml

GEL&L AC

ART1

ART2

top

LIQUID METAL AND
LIQUID METAL TOP
LIQUID METAL EFFECT

Great coverage, mirror shine effect in liquid metal on your nails. This metal shine
was impossible before! Use it on the
whole surface or only for nail art. To make it long lasting, always use its own top.
For extra resistance finish with a layer of Mani Gel&Lac.
Curing time:
4 minutes in UV
2 minutes in LED

5ml

LIQUID METAL TOP
Special top developed for the Liquid Metal Gel&Lac family, which guarantees the long lasting shine and durability of the liquid effect.
real silver

5

5ml

TIFFANY GEL&LAC
GLASSY EFFECT GEL&LAC

It is a special gel&lac with glass effect what you can use it alone or on different
basic colors as well. Make your existing colors exciting and create a completely
different effects. The translucent, glassy texture will catch you. You can paint the
whole surface and also use it for decoration.
Curing time:
3-4 minutes in UV
2-3 minutes in LED

5ml
NEW!
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TI 1

TI 2

TI 3

TI 4

TI 6

TI 7

TI 8

PURPLE CHOCOLATE WHITE TURQUOISE

The naill was made with Black Tiffany gel&lac.
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The naill was made with Green Tiffany gel&lac.

The naill was made with Pink Tiffany gel&lac.

SCRUB

JUST SCRUB&GO!
REVOLUTION IN PREPARATION ON
NATURAL NAILS!
The scrub is a substitution for preparation liquids and buffers before the use of
gel&lac, Brush&Go gel&lac and nail polish.
SUPER ECONOMICAL!

G E L &L A C P R E PA R AT I O N A N D S O A K- O F F

One lint free pad soaked with Scrub is enough for 5 nails. You don’t have no
more thing to do, just apply the color!
50ml
100ml

ACRYL REMOVER

GENTLE SOAK-OFF

This effective remover liquid also contains moisturizing Lanolin in order to
prevent dry and whitened skin while dissolving.
100ml
400ml

SOAK OFF FOIL
This has been developed for acrylic, Mani gel and soak off Mani gel & lac. It is
very effective because the cotton lining stuck onto the aluminium lies precisely,
so the nails are continuously in contact with the Acrylic Remover solvent liquid.
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The nail was made with Hypnotic gel&lac 149

The nail was made with Hypnotic gel&lac 139, 158

100 pcs salon packaging

BRILLBIRD SOAK OFF GEL&LAC FAMILY
CLEAR BASE GELS - MANUAL
bond gel

Dense base

hypnotic gel&lac
bond

SOAK-OFF GLUE GEL
Soak off base gel, which guarantees
adhesion.
Advantages:
- reliable adhesive gel for beginners
- no lifting
- solubility

Density

5ml
15ml

Also
In Pink and
Milky
version

Density

BASE LAYER FOR
GEL&LACS AND BUILT
NAILS

mani gel

clear manicure gel

The base, developed for the Hypnotic Gel&Lac family, which secures
extremely good adhesion. No lifting
is guaranteed, and it is durable for
3 weeks. Its specialty is that despite
the perfect adhesion, it is very easy
to soak off.
4ml
8ml
15ml

Extra
dense
base

flexi hard base gel
flexible, clear base and
strengthening gel

Advantages:
- great for natural nail strengthening
- great flexibility and strong adhesion
- ideal underneath gel&lac s and
over thin nails
Density

Advantages:
- self-leveling
- super easy handling
- natural nail strengthening
- also perfect choice under gel&lacs

Density
CLEAR NATURAL NAIL
STRENGTHENER

8ml
15ml

YOU CAN USE THIS
BASE GEL
WITHOUT BOND

The nail was made with Hypnotic gel&lac 141

15ml

PROVIDES
STRONG
ADHESION

BRILLBIRD SOAK OFF GEL&L ACS MANUAL

Adhesive
support
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BRILLBIRD SOAK OFF GEL&LAC FAMILY
TOP GELS - MANUAL

BRILLBIRD SOAK OFF GEL&L ACS MANUAL

Universal

extra top and
matt extra top

Universal

extra top no blue
non-cleansing, universal
top

non-cleansing universal
top

Advantages:
- protects and keeps the nails flexible and shiny for 3 weeks
- easy to soak off
- one layer is enough, no need for
cleansing

Density

Matt Extra Top
Matt and Extra Top

8ml
15ml

HYPNOTIC
TOP

Advantages:
- thick formula
- protects and keeps the nails flexible and shiny for 3 weeks
- one layer is enough, cleansing free
- no blue effect

Density

ON TOP OF
GEL AND GEL&LAC!

ON TOP OF GEL AND
GEL&LAC!
8ml

hypnotic gel&lac
top

Denser

top mani gel

clear soak-off top gel
TOP

this top coat was developed for the
Hypnotic Gel&Lac family. Easier to
soak off, if you refine the surface first.

Density

Advantages:
- gives high shine to the nails
- great flexibility and abrasion resistance
- ideal over gel&lacs and mani gels
Density

4ml
8ml
15ml

WITH UV FILTER
15ml

The nail was made with Hypnotic gel&lac 13, 15, 71, 115, 116

Top shine
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SOAK OFF,
BUT YET
DURABLE!

gel&lac top

TOP

Clear, flexible, strengthener, cleansing.
Advantages:
- durable and flexible
- it does not make the dark colors
blue

Density

5ml
15ml

SOAK OFF,
BUT YET
DURABLE!

BRILLBIRD
ACRYLICS

CLEAR POWDER

BUILDING ACRYLIC

BUILDER ACRYLIC POWDER

The most essential tool for the clean and beautiful work is this clear powder.
Grinded multiple times, feels like silk. Medium cure time.
Advantages:
- easy to work with
- good cohesion
- it will not become sugar-ish when it’s cold
30ml
140ml

PINK POWDER

PINK BUILDER ACRYLIC

Beautiful pink powder, light coverage. We recommend to use it above/with
the Cover Pink for make the grown part less visible. It is a good product for
competitons. Grinded multiple times, feels like silk.
Advantages:
- ideal color above Cover
- covers smaller nail problems
- good adhesion and smooth spreading
- flexible, does not break easily
- does not crystallize, not even in cold temperature

30ml
140ml

GLASSY PINK POWDER

GLASSY ROSE BUILDER ACRYLIC POWDER

Pink powder, transparent like a glass. Outstandingly clean and color effect.
Grinded multiple times, feels like silk. Medium cure time.
Advantages:
- beautiful, clear color effect
- nice cohesion
- it will not be sugar-ish when it’s cold
- good for competitions
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The nail was made with Cover, Glassy Pink, White
and Clear Acrylic Powders.

The nail was made with Cover, Glassy Pink, White
and Clear Acrylic Powders.

30ml
140ml

COVER PINK POWDER

BUILDER ACRYLIC FOR PINK-ISH SKIN TONE
This product provide a natural and healthy nail bed color. The coverage of this
nail bed extention color is outsandingly beautiful. Medium cure time.

30ml
140ml

COVER PINK TAN POWDER
TAN

Nail bed extension acrylic powder for natural tanned skin tone. Easy to work
with, because of the very light consistency. Medium cure time.
Advantages:
- good cohesion, nice flow
- it will not be sugar-ish when it’s cold

BUILDER ACRYLIC POWDER

Advantages:
- full coverage
- good cohesion
- it will not be sugar-ish when it’s cold

30ml
140ml

COVER PINK BRILL POWDER

BRILLIANT SPARKLING
BRILL

The Cover Pink is the most popular nail bed extension color, and this is the advanced, sparkling version of it. Very soft, white and sparkling powder and theseattributes make this product very special. You can create the popular nude
nails with this product with a little unique, sparkling touch. Your customers will
love it.
Advantages:
- beautiful natural color
- good cohesion, easy flow
- it will not be sugar-ish when it’s cold

The nail was made with the Cover Pink acrylic powder and French Pasta gel.

The nail was made with the Cover Pink acrylic powder and French Pasta gel.

30ml
140ml
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NUDE COVER BUILDER

BUILDER ACRYLICS

NUDE

The Nude Builder Gel was a huge success because everyone was in love at first
with it. This product has the color of it, natural, nude skin color. Perfect for
building a nude nail with it.
Advantages:
- natural color effect
- good cohesion, easy flow
- it will not be sugar-ish when it’s cold
30ml
140ml

TURBO PINK POWDER
TURBO PINK

Especially developed for the professional’s faster work method. Creamy, easy
to work with. It can be used for completing the Cover Pink, near the cuticle to
cover up the grown area and to blur the vividness of the color.
Advantages:
- easy to work with
- good cohesion, easy flow
- it will not be sugar-ish when it’s cold
30ml
140ml

TURBO CLEAR POWDER
TURBO CLEAR

Especially developed for the professional’s faster work method. Extra creamy,
easy to work with, essential for the clean and beautiful job.
Advantages:
- easy to work with
- good cohesion, easy flow
- it will not be sugar-ish when it’s cold
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The nail was made with Extra White, Cover Pink and
Turbo Pink acrylic powders.

The nail was made with Extra White, Cover Pink and
Turbo Pink acrylic powders.

30ml
140ml

LATTE POWDER

Semi transparent milky white acrylic powder for BABYBOOMER and Latte nails.
(Natural effect with a white free edge without smile line.) You can apply over the
whole nail surface or combine with Cover. Easy and fast solution in the salons.

BUILDER ACRYLICS

LATTE

ACRYLIC BUILDER POWDER

30ml

WHITE POWDER

SNOW WHITE BUILDER POWDER
French snow white powder with fine grains and high pigmentation for glitch
free spreading. Silky, creamy texture, grinded many times. Medium cure time.
Advantages:
- bright white color
- glitch and shadow free spreading
- easy to work with
- good cohesion, smooth spreading
- ideal for competitions too

30ml
140ml

EXTRA WHITE POWDER

ULTRA WHITE BUILDER POWDER
EXTRA

FOR SALON WORK AND COMPETITION!

Dazzling white acrylic powder which is essential to create a beautiful french
nail. It can be spread smoothly, easy to work with.

The nail was made with Latte acrylic powder.

The nail was made with Latte acrylic powder.

30ml
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ACRYLIC BABYBOOMER

STEP BY STEP

LIQUIDS

2.
3.

Prepair the natural nail with
buffer. After that, apply some
Spray Prep and acid-free Primer2.

After applying the form, make a
transition with Latte acrylic builder powder.

Cover the nailbed with an acrylic
powder which has a similar color
as the nailbed.

4.
Make the surface even and
smooth with the Clear powder.

5.
After shaping and filing, apply a
layer of Extra Top Gel.

The nail was made with Latte, Cover Pink, Cover Pink Tan
and Turbo Pink acrylic powder.

1.

ULTIMATE LIQUID
Ensures smooth application of BrillBird acrylic powders with plasticizer effect.
Medium cure time, absolutely non-yellow.
Advantages:
- makes the powders more flexible, and easier to work with
- strong adhesion
- contains intensive non-yellowing ingredient
50ml
100ml
400ml

NAIL ART LIQUID

FOR ACRYLIC

Due to its maximal strength and UV filter component, the acrylic nails will not
turn yellow. The cure time is slower, so the beginners can use it for sculpting
and nail art.

50ml
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LIQUID
CONTAINER JAR

LIQUID
CONTAINER

PROFESSIONAL LIQUID
CONTAINER

WITH TOP

WITHOUT TOP

L IQUIDS A ND L IQUID CON TA INER S

LIQUID
CONTAINER

Elegant jar with double wall (preserves the
heat) for containing the liquid. The top can
help keep the smell inside.

ACRYL REMOVER

FOR GENTLE REMOVING

This effective remover liquid also contains moisturizing lanolin in order to prevent
dry and whitened skin while dissolving.

100ml
400ml

SOAK OFF FOIL
Developed for the acrylic removal but it can be used for Mani Gel and Gel&Lac.
Very effective. The cotton pad inside the aluminum foil can totally cover the nail
and have a direct contact with the acryl remover. Economical, because we need
to add the remover liquid on the pad.

The nail was made with Extra Whiteacrylic powder.

The nail was made with Extra White acrylic powder.

100 pcs / box
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ACRYLIC BASIC KIT
All professional nail techs are impressed by the elegant design, high quality
tools and products within the basic kit.

BUILDER ACRYLIC POWDERS

3 TREND COLORS IN THE BOX!

C 31

Acrylic Brush 6
Professional Cuticle pusher-scraper

D5
Clear Powder White Powder Cover Pink
30ml
30ml
Powder 30ml

File 180/180

D8

Form - 30pcs

File 150/150

Liquid
Container Jar

Dust Brush

File 100/100
Nail Prep Primer 1. Primer 2.
- 15ml
- 15ml
- 15ml

Strawberry
Cuticle Oil

Acrylic Color
Powder 10ml

Acrylic fine buffer 220/280

Ultimate Liquid
Buffer Magic Shine
- 50ml
- 3pcs

ACRYLIC TEST KIT

EUROPEAN & NAIL OLYMPIC CHAMPION PRODUCTS
IN A TEST KIT
We made this kit for those beginners or experienced nail technicians, who would
like to try the brillbird acrylic family. One of the basic characteristics of our powders are that they are finely grinded, their creamy-silky texture ensures easy and
comfortable forming. Due to their high quality, color intesity and reliability it can
be the key to your success in the salon, or even at a contest.
The kit contains: Clear powder 5ml, White powder 5ml, Cover Pink powder 5ml,

The nail was made with Cover Pink and Extra
White acrylic powder.

Ultimate Liquid 20ml, BB double-winged nail form sample
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BRILLBIRD COLOR POWDERS
Color powders of high quality, intense tones, usable for 3D nail art too.
Created according to the latest trend of fashion.

C02

C05

C07

C08

C09

C12

C14

C15

C16

C17

C18

C19

C20

C22

C24

C31

C35

C40

C41

C42

C43

C47

C48

C50

C52

C53

C55

C56

C59

C60

C61

C62

C63

C66

C71

C74

C75

C76

C78

C79

C81

C82

C83

C84

C85

C86

C87

ACRYLIC COLOR POWDERS

C01

The nail was made with acrylic color powder.

The nail was made with C17 acrylic color powder.

10ml –
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BRILLBIRD DIAMOND
COLOR POWDERS

MAGIC
ACRYLIC POWDER

Sparkling elegant powders with blinding diamond shine and immaculate
coverage.

Charming elegancy: wonderful sparkling, soft
glitters, unique harmony! One of the most popular effects in the salons.

10ml

COLOR ACRYLICS

10ml

D03

D05

D06

D07

D22

D25

D32

D33

D08

M1

M2

COLOR FRENCH ACRYLIC

STEP BY STEP
1.

2.

I create a nailbed extension and I stilt it with
Cover Pink and Glassy Pink acrylic powder, then
I band the nail.

3.
Shape the stilted nailbed and I file the smile-line.

4.
I mix color acrylic powder with Magic 8 powder
and I make one part of the free-edge.

5.
I mix again the color acrylic powder with Magic
8 powder and I make the transition on the
freeedge.

6.

I put clear acrylic onto the freeedge, because I
don’t want to file the transition at the proccess
of shaping, then I band the nail.

7.
After shaping I use Extra Top gel after cure I
decorate with Brush&Go color gel.
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The nail was made with C63, 76 acrylic color powder, mixed with Magic8 powder.

Prepair the nail plate with Nail Prep and acidfree Primer 2.
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HYPNOTIC GEL&L AC

NATURAL
NAIL CARE

BRILLBIRD NAIL POLISHES
DECOR NAIL POLISHES
High quality, durable polishes in magnificent, trendy colors.
The handy cap and fine, thick brush help to polish precisely.

BRILL COLORS
Magnificent, special sparkling.

BRILLBIRD NAIL POLISHES

4ml
15ml
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4ml
15ml

C 01

C 02

C 03

C 05

B 02

C 06

C 07

C 08

C 11

B 13

C 12

C 14

C 15

C 16

C 17

C 19

C 20

C 21

C 22

C 23

C 24

C 25

C 26

C 29

C 31

C 32

C 39

C 43

C 44

C 45

C 49

C 51

B 03

B 05

B 11

FRENCH COLORS
F 01

F 02

F 03

4ml
15ml

NAIL POLISH
REMOVER

You can dilute your too
dense nail polishes again
and keep on using them.

Removes all nail polish
very easily. It can also be
used for artificial nails.
With vanilla scent.

100ml
1 liter

50ml

CUTICLE
REMOVER GEL

NAIL CARE PRODUCTS

COAT
THINNER

CUTICLE REMOVER

Extremely fast and effective cuticle remover in a practical dropper bottle. Highly recommended for manicure and pedicure.
At artificial nails, use it after sculpting. Leave on for up to 2-3
mins, the wash it off. Don’t be afraid of dehydration! Due to
its glycerol content, it nourishes your skin.

After 1-2 minutes the removed cuticle can be scraped off.
It needs to be washed off within 5 minutes to prevent the
removal of real skin!

EXPEDITIOUS
15ml

The nail was made with H28.

The nail was made with H64, H93 .

125ml
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ART LACQUER

BLACK AND WHITE NEEDLE BRUSH NAIL
POLISH

NAIL CARE PRODUCTS

The BrillBird nail polishes with extremely high pigmentation are available in needle brush
version. You can create any nail art or draw the smile line with this super precise brush.

3ml

HARDENING BASECOAT
It penetrates into the nail plate near the cuticle and hardens the nails, with high amount
of calcium and vitamin content. It needs to be applied in every few days as a treatment
therapy, completed with a daily cuticle oiling.

15ml

NO FUNGUS

ANTI FUNGAL LIQUID

This base coat contains tolanftate in order to prevent fungus infections on nails. One
drop needs to be rubbed into the cuticles and on the nail surface.

15ml

BRILL TOPSHIELD ÉS
MATTE BRILL TOPSHIELD

SHINY AND MATTE CLEAR TOP COAT

BRILL TOPSHIELD
It protects the color of the nail polish from damaging and it also provides a bright shine.
It can help creating durable and more shiny surface.
MATTE BRILL TOPSHIELD
This matte surfaced top coat can be applied to any color gel and acrylic nail enhancements. It keeps the nice matte effect of acrylic paint decorated nails, and 3D decoration
can be applied on it, too. It does not alter colors and patterns, their sharpness remains,
only their shine will disappear.
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8ml
matte 8ml

NAIL CARE PRODUCTS

By applying it on top of color polishes,
it quickens their drying, preventing any
damage. It contains oil; applied on the
cuticles it softens them. One drop is enough for one nail.

The nail was made with C25 and M3 gel polish.

LAC DRY

15ml

2IN1

BASE AND TOP COAT

This base and top coat goes underneath
the colored polishes and it protects the
nails from colorings.

8ml

UV TOPCOAT
This special top coat partially cures in UV
lamp and partially cures in air and because
of that it is very durable.

15ml

CUTICLE OIL WITH VITAMINS

TUTTI FRUTTI & ALMOND SCENT

This is a cuticle softening, nutritious oil that, by absorbing into the nail plate, nourishes
natural nails, even under nail enhancements. When used as part of a treatment therapy, it needs to be rubbed into the cuticles in evenings after a hand wash. It neutralizes
chemicals at nail sculpting.
2 SCENTS

15ml
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CUTICLE PARFUME OIL

FLOWER KISS / STRAWBERY KISS / APPLE&CINNAMON / FINE ORANGE /
CANDY / GINGERBREAD / BUBBLEGUM SCENTS
The BrillBird cuticle oil with fresh strawberry, dewy lily and cinnamon apples scent.
The scent lasts as long as a real parfume and bubblegum. Tiny strawberry, apple and
flower decorations and glitters are floating in the moisturizing oil.

NEW!

8 SCENTS

NAIL CARE PRODUCTS

8ml

P-SHINE KIT

PROFESSIONAL KIT FOR JAPANESE MANICURE
The kit contains: cream, powder, 3 pcs files, 2 pcs buckskin buffer, buffer towel, spoon.
Recommended application: 2-3 times/ month. enogh for 200 nail care process. The
cream helps the agent to get into the nails. The powder encapsulates the agents, and
protects the nail plate.

JAPANESE MANICURE

PASTE AND

JAPANESE MANICURE

DEER-SKIN

P-SHINE

HOME KIT

Compact kit for freshening the gloss
of the japanese manicure at home.
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PEDICURE
HAND- AND FEET CARE LOTION
HAND AND FOOT CARE

Products containing shea butter, jojoba oil, cocoabutter and aloe vera extract
are free of parabens,silicone, sulphate, SLS and PEG. In creating it, westrived to
NEW!
use the most natural ingredients possible,this taking care of your skin!

SHEA BUTTER,
JOJOBA OIL,
COCOA BUTTER
AND ALOE-VERA
EXTRACT
FREE OF PARABENS,SILICONE,
SULFATE, SLS AND PEG!
50ml
250ml

Hot apple pie

50ml
250ml

Caribbean berry
and melon

250ml

BB ORGANIC LUXURY

EXFOLIATING SCRUB

!
AY

RY

D

Bubblegum

RY –

LU X U RY I N E

VE

A gentle yet effective exfoliator with the benefits of white clay, menthol, olive oil.
Apply in thin layers to hands and feet and wait a few minutes for the active ingredients to be absorbed. Use gentle movements to exfoliate through the skin and
finally remove any remaining particles on the surface

C

LU

XU

WHITE CLAY, MENTHOL, OLIVE
250ml

BB O
R

ANTI FUNGUS PEDI GEL

SPECIAL BUILDER GEL FOR NAIL CORRECTION

BRIGHT PINK, SMOOTH NAIL BED

Special builder gel for nail correction. It can be used on the hand and on the toes as well.
It will stick for the short amount of time to the skin while forming the nail shape so it will
not flow away. It can be used for building short nails. Soft pink clear gel.
Cure time:
2-3min (UV), 1-2 min (LED)

5ml
15ml
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GA

NI

CALLUS
SOFTENER
SPRAY

SALT OIL
SCRUB

MOISTURIZING SKIN
SCRUB

GENTLE SKIN SOLVENT

PEDICURE

It softens and loosens the
bond between the cells.
The product makes easier
the pedicure, it moistens
the affected area and due
to the mild skin solvent
effect it loosens up the
withered skin. Even the
problematic skin types
30ml
200ml

LEMON-LIME
SCENT

Pleasantly moisturizing oilysalt skin scrub. It cleanse the
skin and open the pores to
allow the nourishing oils to
flow freely into the deeper
layer of the skin. The lemon-lime oil and the peeling
granule content refresh and
stimulate blood flow. We recommend it for home usage
as after-treatment between
two pedicures.
200ml

CALLUS REMOVER DROPS

SKIN AND NAIL SOLVENT

To remove easily the ingrown nails and corns. Before the treatment apply one or two drops of
the product to the affected area and after a few minutes the skin will be smooth. It contains
bisabolol, rosemary and thyme oil.
ROSEMARY SCENT

FUNGAL NAIL CLEANER PEDICURE TOOL
It can be used for gentle cleaning under the lifted nail.

PEDICURE TOOL FOR IN GROWN NAILS - WITH JAGGED EDGE

Perfect choice for injury-free skin and ingrown nail treatment..

TOE NAIL FILE

Curved tone nail file with practical design to remove
the length and thickness of the nail at the same time.
The surface of this tool can be disinfected. It can also
be used for filing skin.

DOUBLE-SIDED FOOT FILE
Double-sided file with finer and coarser side. The
metal surface can be easily disinfected. ergonomic
handle for comfortable grip. It can be used by non-professionals as well.
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30ml
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HYPNOTIC GEL&L AC

BRILLBIRD
NAIL ART

The nail was made withSilver Chrome powder.

CHROME POWDERS
METAL SHINING ON THE NAILS!

white base
black base

1
silver

2
gold

3
mirror silver

11
rose

white

The nail was made with Velvet Blue Chrome
powder.

CHROME POWDERS

Follow the latest trends with BrillBird, make magically shining metalic nails
for your guests! rub the powder into the surface of the fixation-free products
right after curing, then lock it with Extra Top shine!

white base

5
scarabeus

6
green valley

7
velvet blue

black base

white base

red

extra pink

white base
black base

unicorn powder
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pink unicorn
powder

8
holographic
mirror

black base

The nail was made with Pink Unicorn Powder.

russian gold

CHROME POWDERS

The nail was made with White Chrome
powder.
The nail was made with Holographic Mirror powder.

The nail was made with Red Chrome powder.

NEON PIGMENT POWDER

DAZZLING NEON COLORS

For spectacular smoky effect and ombre technic apply the powders into
the cured but sticky surface with applicator. For decorations and different
patterns, apply the powders into not cured material and cover it with top
shine.

NP01
neon yellow

NP02
neon orange

NP03
neon pink

NP04
neon green

NP05
neon blue

The nail was made with Neon Pigment powder.
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MAGIC POWDER

PEARL / MERMAID EFFECT

1
Golden red-ish
sparkle

2
Vivid purple
sparkle

4

5

Pink Sparkle Purple sparkle

3

Blue sparkle

6
Super tiny
iridescent

7
iridescent
sparkle

8
golden
iridescent

11
vivid pink

12
white sparkle

13
soft white
sparkle

9
golden
iridescent

The nail was made with Magic 8
powder.

BB tipp: you can use it for sugar effect. Sprinkle it in fixation-free material,
then cure it!

10
pink

The nail was made with Magic 12
powder.

NAILART

Surprise your guests with pearl effect nails! The newest member of the
magic product family: the new mermaid effect powders. Available in 11 colors. Silky touch, soft sparkling powder. You can use them on the cleansing
products – gels or gel polishes. Use them on the whole nail surface, free
edge, or only for nail art.

LUMINESCENT PIGMENT
POWDER
in the dark
in the light

1
neon green

100

2
skyblue

3
water-blue

The nail was made with luminescent pigment.

Illuminating dark pigment powder in different colors for decorations.

The nail was made with Diamond
Glitter 7.

DIAMOND GLITTER

1

2

3

6

7

8

4

NAILART

With our Diamond Glitter, there won’t be a single nails invisible! For better durability, we recommend you to apply a base
color which will match the shade of the glitters, then sprinkle
the glitter into Nail Art Glue gel and cure it. Use it as a candy
effect, but you can also cover it with a top gel.

5

GLITTERS

CS01

CS02

CS03

CS04

CS05

CS06

CS07

CS08

CS09

CS10

CS11

CS12

CS13

CS14
The nail was made with CS13 Glitter.
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3D Diamond - 3D Diamond - 3D Diamond Russian gold
Unicorn
Silver

3D Triangle Turquoise

3D Triangle Violet

3D Triangle Peach

3D Triangle Greenery

3D Triangle Russian gold

CHROME FLAKES
The Chrome Flakes decoration product can be used in many ways, even
on the whole surface of artificial nail. You can achieve special effects if
you disperse it in dark color. The possibilities are limited only by your
imagination!
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1
green

2
russian gold

3
miracle

rainbow

candy

unicorn

4
purple

The nail was made with Chrome Flakes.

NAILART

3d diamond and triangle nailart decorations with a truly spectacular
glittering effect. The application is really quick and easy, designed for
salon work. Ideal for artificial nails and gel polishes, too. You can apply
it in two ways, put it in a sticky layer or with nail art glue gel, and do not
forget to cover it with top.

The nail was made with 3D Triangle Russian Gold
decorations.

3D DECORATIONS

H2

H3

H6

H7

H8

H4

H5

NAIL ART DOTS
Spice up your client’s nails up with colored dots, available in five different
shades! It’s a perfect combination with elegant and playful painted patterns as they look good in the dark and bright colors!
MANUAL GUIDE:
•
the nailart dots round decoration forms require sticky surface for
massive grip
•
it can be built in artificial nails and gel polish too
•
after curing need to cover it

1

2

4

5

7

8

9

10

The nail was made with Nail Art
Dots 9.

H1

NAILART

Holographic iridescent glitter with a mixture of two sizes; the small particles
fill the gaps of the big ones, so they won’t be transparent.

The nail was made with H5 glitter.

DUAL HOLO GLITTERS

6
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

11

12

13
holo

14
holo

15

DUAL FLITTER
With our Dual Flitters, which contain glitters of different sizes
and shapes, you can give restrained nails an extra effect in an
instant. You can choose which items you want to use, but you
can also achieve a beautiful result when sprayed full.
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1

2

3

6

7

8

4

5

The nail was made with Micro Glitter 7.

NAILART

BB tip: try it with gradients, and classic sparkling nail designs, for the unique
glitter effect!

The nail was made with Dual Flitter 6.

MICRO GLITTER
Sugar effect created with micro glitters! The small grained Micro Glitters
of BrillBird were especially developed for this technique, so the small sparkling grains can be used at thin line nail art.

russian gold

emerald

rainbow

mirror silver

gold

dark silver

EFFECT FOIL
GORGEOUS GLITTERING ON YOUR NAILS!
Glittering foils in 4 colors: gold, pink, green and silver to always find the
best to your style. Ultra thin, perfect for gel&lacs as well.

1

2

3

NAILART

champagne

The nail was made with Effect Foil 1.

silver

4

FLAKE POWDER
Small white decorative tiles that the light can play in
five different shades: gold, blue, purple, multicolor
and red.

The nail was made with Flake Powder.

unicorn

The nail was made with Champagne Flitter.

FLITTERS

5 BEAUTIFUL SHADES
For our collection of flitters, we gathered a whole bunch of flitters in a lot
of different sizes in order to reach a breathtaking result.
Recommended usage:
Apply this product into a Nail Art Glue Gel and put some pressure on them
but gently. Cure it, andapply a layer of top gel on it.
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SHAPED RHINESTONES

FIND THEM
IN THREE
COLORS!
CLEAR AB
CLEAR
PINK AB

EMERALD

OVAL

RHOMBUS

DIAMOND

DROP

NAVETTE

4x6mm
8x6mm

8x6mm

3x5mm
8x5mm

5mm

2x6mm
5x3mm
5x8mm

3x6mm
3,4x8mm

NAIL ART GLUE GEL

PICKER-UP PENCIL

Long-lasting glue for smaller and bigger nail arts, crystals,
and pixies. Easy to use, from the practical jar the glue does
not flow. Cure in led or in uv lamp and the nail arts last till
weeks. The transparent color of the glue results in a very
attractive work. It has sticky layer, close with top.

The rhinestone picker pencil eases the picking and application of stones.

STRONG GLUE FOR DURABLE STONES

3ml
10 ml
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The nail was made with Future Gel, Hypnotic 148, Srhinestones, Formakövek, Diamond Glitter 1, Transzferfólia
andContour White .

NAILART

Do you love shiny nails too? Now you can get our shaped stones in
3 colors, many shapes and sizes which can make any nail special!
10pcs / pack

RHINESTONES
Round rhinestones should not be missing from any salon! Available in 12 colors and 3 sizes. They are durable, and the shine
will not fade, nor even 3 weeks later and they are sure to hold

turquoise

ruby red

crystal ab

electric blue

light pink

crystal

fuchsia

black

mirror silver

rose gold

The nail was made with Volcano rhinestone.

RHINESTONE MIX

The nail was made with Emerald Green and Turquoise
rhinestone.

emerald green

NAILART

on with the Nail Art Glue Gel. 100 pcs/pack.

IN 6 SIZES

ss3-ss10 size rhinestones in a set. The stones
are beautifull from every angle as the light
shines on them. Fix them with Nail Art Glue
Gel so you can be sure the stones will stay
in place and will not loosen so will last for
weeks. Sizes in a pack: ss3, ss4, ss5, ss6, ss8,
ss10

AURUM

crystal

aurum

crystal ab

volcano
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sahara
blue

golden
dreams

electric
touch

cute
mood

HALF ROUND
PEARL BEAD
Essential accessory for wedding nails! Beautiful half
round beads in 3 sizes from the tiniest to the biggest
sizes so you can find the best for everyone. Slightly
iridescent, elegant yet gives the nails a spectacular
effect. For durable result it is worth covering in one
layer.

The nail was made with Half Round Pearl Bead .

NAILART

The surface of the Pixie Edge provides a spectacular looks from every
angle.

The nail was made with Swarovski Crystal Pixie.

SWAROVSKI CRYSTAL PIXIE

Micro beads in metal black, silver and russian gold shades and 0,6 mm
diameter. The Micro Beads will not get discolored or lose their color. Use
in nail art glue gel or in sticky surface.

black
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silver

russian gold

gold

The nail was made with Black Micro Beads.

MICRO BEADS

SNOWFLAKE

gold

NAILART

A must-have element of winter nails is the snowflake! Speed up
your work and choose our snowflake decorations that you can
put on your nails in a matter of seconds with Nail Art Glue Gel.

rosegold &
white

RHINESTONE BEADS
Rhinestones are available in glittering, dazzling colors. Apply in Nail Art
Glue Gel or sticky surface, on the full surface or as a pattern, to creative
sparkling nails.

rainbow

TINFOIL BOX
Thin, metallic-effect decorative foils in dazzling colors. All you need to
use is a sticky surface or Nail Art Glue Gel and the pattern is ready. You
can apply it to the entire surface of the nail, but even as a smaller pattern, eventually close with a top gel.

NEW!

The nail was made with Tinfoil.
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TRANSFER FOIL

TRANSFER FOIL BOX

CLASSIC AND EXTRA

We have expanded your transfer foil box options with one more classic and one extra selection! Use it on
the whole surface or use it as a pattern, maybe add some nail art elements and you will be satisfied with
the result! Use Transfer Foil Gel Extract for perfect adhesion.
10 type of transferfoils/box

TRANSFER FOIL

NEW!

EXTRA TRANSFER
FOIL GEL
For the whole surface and for patterns as well!
Thick, transparent transferfoil gel in a jar. It has extremely good adhesion, so you can use a transferfoil to
cover the entire nail. If you use it on the whole surface
you can get more unitary coverage than ever before!
try creating patterns, we recommend that matte the
surface of the gel polish to help you draw the pattern
out of the shiny gel. Always observe the thickness of
the material when curing. We recommend our silicone
brushes, which can be used to smooth the foil along
the nail folds as needed. Cures in UV and LED lamp as
well.

GEL FOR
TRANSFER FOIL

TRANSFERFOIL GEL IN BLACK COLOR
The fastest method of the nail art designs created with
transfer foil. Paint the desired pattern with the black
transfer foil gel, then after curing for 2 mins, use the foil
in the usual way. Cure in uv or led lamp as well.
5ml
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The nail was made with Transfer Foil Extra.

4ml

NAIL STAMP

NAIL STAMP PLATE

The nail was made with Winter Design1.

N A IL S TA MP

Choose a pattern from the disc, cover it with nail polish, then remove the excess. Pick up the pattern with a rolling movement, then place it on the nail. Available with unique BrillBird design too!

NAIL STAMP TOOLS
High quality silicone, two differently
hard surfaces are the key for the perfect stamping - for beginners and professionals.

PLASTIC CARD FOR
NAIL STAMP
Perfectly flexible plastic card to remove the excess.

It is much easier to position with the
clear stamp tool thanks to its transparency.

Nyomda ötletek és minta
variációk a mukoromvideo.hu-n!
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STAMP POLISH
A lacquer especially for stamping, in 5 different
colors.

N A IL S TA MP

4ml

PEEL OFF

SKIN PROTECT

Create a perfect manicure with this liquid, peel-off, skin protective product. You can avoid that unnecessary polish gets on your skin and cuticle. Very easy to use: just spread it on the areas what you
want to protect, it dries in 1 minute, then you can start to work. It changes its color when it is fully
dried. When you are done, just simply peel it off.

BB tip: drying time depends on layer thickness and the outside temperature. You can speed up the process if you
dry it with the fan of the UV lamp.
8ml

STAMP PLATE CLEANER
LIQUID
Brightly clean stamping plates in no time. It does not scrub their surfaces at all, so they remain glittering for a long time. It has a mild lemon scent.

The nail was made with Wedding Design1.

100ml
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NAIL STICKERS
NAIL STICKERS

NEW!

NAIL STICKERS

Acryl effect, figurative and non-figurative patterns, flowers, holiday themes. With
these stickers you always have an extra and super fast solution for every emergency,
when you run out of time!

USAGE OF WATER STICKER

1.

2.

3.

The preparation of the tip
is with Primer 2
and Snow White
Paint Gel.

We remove the
transparent foil
from the top of
the sticker with
a clip.

We put the stickers for 10-15
sec into the
water.

4.

5.

6.

When it soak up
with water we
can easily remove the sticker
from the paper.

I put the sticker
on the prepared
tip.

I cover it with
extra top shine
coat.

7.
I cure the top
shine coat.

The nail was made with Hypnotic 5 and 51 and Nail sticker.

STEP BY STEP
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NAIL STICKERS

Create special designs with 3D effects in a few moments with our new
stickers! You can apply the patterns to the entire surface or even cut
them out, so you can use smaller parts of it. It fits easily to the shape
of the nail, use top gel on the surface of the sticker for more durable
result. Water sticker, so soak in water for a few seconds before use.

B9

B 36

B 144

A 14

B 30

B 32

B 140

B 141

B 152

B 227

METAL LINE STICKER

METAL EFFECT NAIL STICKER

25 strips in different thicknesses. It bends well so it can easily lie on the
surface. Simply remove the strips from the paper and you can paste
them on the nail. It can be cut to size so you can make sure to use as
much as you really need. Cover it with any top gel.
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white

black

russian gold

silver

gold

The nail was made
with 3D Effect sticker.

NAIL STICKER

The nail was made with Metal Line
Sticker - Silver.

3D EFFECT

MARBLE NAIL ART LAC

FRACTURE NAIL POLISH IN WHITE

MARBLE NAIL ART LAC

Fracture effect nail polish in white color. You can create an antique and marble effect on your nails with our new Marble Nail
Art polish. A more solid effect can be achieved when used on a
lighter base color, and a smoother result can be obtained on a
darker base color.
Usage:
Apply it to the cured base color in one layer. If you use a thin one
then you will get a grainy, denser result but if you apply a thicker
layer then larger pieces will remain of the material. A soft buffering and two layers of top and your creature will last for three
weeks. It dries to air in one-two minutes.
Tip: You can make the drying time faster with the help of the
lamp’s fan.

The nail was made with Marble Nail Art Lac.

4ml
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NAIL ART DROPS

DRIES ON AIR

NAIL ART DROPS

Try the nail art drops decoration technique. It is a diluted liquid that
you can apply with the brush in smaller or larger drops on the surface of the nail to create aquarell like patterns. Combine the 3 basic
colors to create many more colors and shades. It dries on the air.

4ml

USAGE:
After applying two cured layers to the prepared nails apply an extra
top high shine and matting it with a buffer, then apply nail art drops
in any shape. The Cleaner, Primer and acryl remover can help you
further shape your pattern as auxiliary fluid. Make sure you use as
little brush strokes as possible to avoid scratching the pattern. Apply
matt extra top to the cured surface of the extra top to achieve a
matte result. Do not use Extra Top No blue and Brill Top Gel high
shine with it.

The nail was made with Nail Art Drops.

blue
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red

yellow

AQUARELL PALETTE

AQUARELL

In our 12-piece palette, we selected the basic colors
that are essential for painting aerial aquarelle patterns.
Our educators have carefully selected the contents of
the kit to be sure to bring joy and success to any nail
artist. The velvety, oily paints can be used diluted with
a little water. In a practical, well-sealed kit, the paints
stay in place even when traveling.
12 colors / palette

AQUARELL PALETTE EXTRA
NEW!

Soft and shiny metallic colors are hidden in airy
textured aquarelle paints. Create spectacular
patterns in
seconds. It is enough to dilute the colors with
a little water and you can already use it! Its
well-sealed box
protects from dirt and you can take it anywhere with you.
12 colors/palette
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The nail was made with H90, Tiffany Neon Pink and
Transfe rfoil .

AQUARELL
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The nail was made with Future gel, Unicorn flitter and
Aquarell paint.

COLOR MIXING
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HYPNOTIC GEL&L AC

BRILLBIRD
ACCESSORIES

BRILL PURPLE BRUSHES
The extravagant, shiny designs of the handles have made them one of the favorite tools for everyday work.

GEL BUILDER BRUSHES
BRUSHES

SMILE LINE - NATURAL HAIR BRUSH
For a perfectly sharp smile line! bold, curved, natural hair brush to create the
perfect smile line for gel sculpting and even application of Brush&Go gels.

SMILE LINE - SHORT
Builder brush with natural hair and rounded tip. its head is shorter than the smile
line brush’s but it has the same quality. for free edge and colors.

„GEL” 3 BEVEL BRUSH
For the white free edge and sparkling decoration.

„GEL 4” GEL BRUSH
For the sculpting and decoration of the white free edge.

„GEL 6” GEL BRUSH
For professional gel sculpting.

„GEL HARD” BRUSH
Harder brush with a bigger surface for thicker gels.

„FLAT HARD” BRUSH
Natural hair brush with wider, square head design. You can create a c-curve from
a single dumpling to speed up your salon work because of its shape. it is easier
to fill the materials beside the nail folds thanks to its square shape.
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GEL ART BRUSHES
SHADOW GEL BRUSH
Made of a special kind of fake fur, decoration brush for fast and accurate shading. For gels and Mani Gel&lac.

This brush was developed for french smile line, long lines and other decorations.
Very thin, artificial hair.

„0” ART BRUSH
With a thin tip.

BRUSHES

0 LONG BRUSH

„0 SHORT” BRUSH
The shorter hair length gives you more stable lines.

SHADOW ART BRUSH
Natural-haired, high-quality brush for shading.

OMBRE BRUSH
Brush with synthetic hair especially for ombre technique. The head speeds up
both horizontal and vertical color mashing. Creates even color gradient.

FLAT OMBRE BRUSH
Practical brush with soft hair for creating transition between colors. It can be
used gel polish and color gel as well.

ONE MOVEMENT BRUSHES
These brushes are developed for this spectacular and fast technique with an accurate peak and anti-drying technology.

ONE MOVEMENT 1. BRUSH
Beveled tip for bigger flowers.

ONE MOVEMENT 2. BRUSH
Straight-ended brush.

ONE MOVEMENT 3. BRUSH
For the more punctual painting with smaller tip - for smaller patterns. Perfect
for salon work!
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BRILL BLACK BRUSHES
These high quality brushes are made of natural hair. at first the hairs are selected, then comes the precise fitting ensuring
the right directions and a pointed tip. They can be worked with very precisely both at building and decoration. They can also
control the application of different materials. (liquid, gel, acrylic paint).

ACRYLIC BUILDER BRUSHES
BRUSHES

„ACRYL” ACRYLIC BUILDER BRUSH
High quality, animal hair acrylic builder brush.

ACRYLUX BRUSH
The acrylic builder brush of the professionals. really thick acrylic builder made
from high-quality animal hair that ends in a perfect peak.

NAIL ART BRUSHES
SHADOW PRO BRUSH
Acrylic decoration brush made of the best animal fur, it has been developed for
fast shading of patterns. For acrylic, acyrlic paints and aquarell.

„ACRYART” ACRYLIC NAIL ART BRUSH
Acrylic decoration brush made of the best animal fur, it has been developed for
fast shading of patterns. For acrylic, acyrlic paints and aquarell.

3D ART BRUSH
For bigger patterns. Stong, natural fur brush.

ARTIST ART BRUSH
For artistic patterns made with acryl paint.

LINE ART BRUSH
For acryl paint and gel paint.

GRADIENT DECORATION BRUSH
Synthetic hair brush. You can easily use it for flowers, leaves and other decoration
motives or to make shades, quick gel salon work, gel painting and zhostovo
techniques with the softest hair more precisely than ever before.

AQUARELL BRUSH
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Especially developed for painting aquarelle patterns, we have released a brush
from BrillBird, whose synthetic hair is 15mm long. You can easily use it for the
paints in our aquarelle palette and also good for creating color transitions and
shadows.

PLASTIC BRUSHES
THICK ACRYLIC BRUSHES
IN SIZE 6 AND 8 - BLACK

„NAIL ART BRUSH” WITRH THIN TIP - BLACK
Nail art brush with synthetic hair and thin tip. you can easily create energetic
lines at gel and acryl painting.

BRUSHES

Perfect choice if you would like to work with a builder brush with high liquid
absorption capacity. For students, and for those who would like to try the acrylic
system.

ACRYLIC NAIL ART BRUSH - BLACK (ACRYL ART)
Affordable but top quality nail art brush with natural hair especially for acyrlic
designs.

NAIL ART-LINE BRUSH
Acrylic nail art brush for lines, for contours and shadows, sharp-tipped brush.

GEL 4 BRUSH
For sculpting white free edge, decoration with a shorter handle.

GEL 6 BRUSH
For gel sculpting with a shorter handle.

THE HAIR AND
SHAPE OF
BRILLBIRD
BRUSHES
ARE SELECTED
AFTER
A LONG TEST
PROCESS
AND ARE MADE
WITH SPECIAL
PRECISION.
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BRUSH KITS
DECORATION
BRUSH KIT
BRUSH KITS

12 different types of decorative brushes for different
line thicknesses. almost found in all appropriate forms
of synthetic gel brush technique, in addition to super
affordable price.

BIG-HEADED SILICONE
BRUSH KIT
3 brushes with 5 different heads. For 3D forming
gel and chrome powder.
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PROFESSIONAL METAL TOOLS
FROM STAINLESS STEEL

C-CURVE BENDING TWEEZER

PROFESSIONAL C-CURVE HOLDER TWEEZER

Professional metal clip. due to its structure, it holds the bent nail in a perfect arch with proper
strength. ideal forcontestants and salon work. Thanks to its compact size, it easily fits to the smallest
UV and led lamps.

ME TA L TO OL S

C-CURVE BENDING AND
RETAINING TWEEZER

PROFESSIONAL CUTICLE PUSHER

MANICURE SCRAPER

SPECIAL NAIL ART NEEDLE

MIXING SPATULA

STAINLESS STEEL FILE

#80/120, for natural and artificial nail

SCALPEL GRIP

for disposable scalpel, stainless

DISPOSABLE BRAUN SCALPELS

sterile, stainless - 20, 21, 22, 23

NEW!

SKIN PUSHER
FOR PROFFESSIONAL RUSSIAN MANICURE

Easier and more precise
skin lifting for a professional manicure.
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PERFECT MANI SCISSORS

You can make a perfect manicure with perfect scissors. You
can cut off the tiny protruding fibrous skins with sharper
tools. We recommend you our new Perfect Mani scissors.
Its pointed and long design helps to make a manicure as
precise as possible.

ME TA L TO OL S

BB tip: For best results and to
protect the scissors, do not use
on very rough calluses!
Combined with a machine
manicure you can achieve the
most beautiful results.

BB NAIL SCISSORS

swallowtail, stainless

BB CUTICLE SCISSORS

swallowtail, stainless

PROFESSIONAL NAIL SCISSORS

stainless - Solingen

PROFESSIONAL CUTICLE SCISSORS

swallowtail, stainless - Solingen

MANICURE SCISSORS EXTRA

The special, ergonomically designed skin scissors
with a curved tip make it easy to cut the
cuticle and also the corners accurately on the
template forms.
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„EASY” TIP CUTTER

Lightened tip cutter with curved bit and
blade; does not flatten the tip.

FINGERNAIL NIPPER

NAIL AND CUTICLE
REMOVER CLIPPER

FORM SCISSORS

This scissor is excellent for form cutting and the
special shape eases the usage.

FORMS
BB DOUBLE-WINGED FORM

Made in USA.
30 pcs
300 pcs

FORMS

This double wing form satisfies everybody from salon workers to professional
competitors with its new, ideal shape and reliability. Besides its excellent adhesion
ability, due to its rigidity and the special paper, it keeps its curve perfectly, won’t
bend down.

DOUBLE WINGED FORM EXTRA
Strengthened double winged form, made of reinforced material. ideal for bended
nail shapes, roller shape can easily sculpted. Contain the graphic of double winged
form with the guide lines which help cutting of the smile line’s negative and
corners. with its ideal shape and double winged, it keeps the professional
satisfaction for nail technicians and competitors.
KEEPS THE SHAPE
STRONG

30 pcs
200 pcs

BRILLBIRD LONG FORM
Similar to the BrillBird original form, highest quality, but longer and has a special
shape. new generation form that has been developed for parallel or new nail
shapes (Stiletto, long Pipe, edge). 100% BrillBird quality guarantee.
Made in USA.

30 pcs
300 pcs

FORM DISPENSER
For the Plexi form feeder, suitable for the storage and feeding of the wide BB
double – winged forms.
Advantages:
- fast form handling
- space-saving
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BRILL CURVED-STRAIGHT ZEBRA FILES
The Brill sign on these BrillBird bent-straight files of 4 different grit is not there by an accident: the special grains on these files
slit the material like they were made of tiny brilliant stones. in addition, they do not only do that at the first use: even after
long-lasting use, they remain shockingly effective. They will save you a lot of muscle-energy and costs.

BRILL FILE #100/100

FILES

- rough

BRILL FILE #100/180

- combined, with red core

BRILL FILE #150/150

- medium, with green core

BRILL FILE #180/180

- soft, with blue core

BRILL FILE WITH RULER

- soft, 180/180, with orange core

SOFT FILE

- developed for removing the shine and softer
filing, with professional Japanese paper

DROP SHAPED

- for refining #180/180

STRAIGHT BLACK

- combined, no smudges #100/180
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PLASTIC FILE CORE
The plastic core can be used many times,
so we offer you an environmentally friendly
and economical solution. Our paper file
surfaces can be fitted perfectly to the
plastic file core.

REPLACEABLE NAIL FILE SURFACE
You finally don’t have to throw away the
used files, we have come up with an environmentally friendly solution! The plastic
core can be used for a long time, the paper
file surface that fits on perfectly is available
in 3 strengths in our offer.

FILES - BUFFERS

METAL FILE CORE
Thanks to its own weight, the nail can be
filed without much effort, sparing the hand.
Our paper file surfaces can be perfectly
fitted to the metal core.

10 pieces/pack
#100, 150, 180

THIN WOODEN FILE

- for manicure, for narrow spaces

MINI BRILLBIRD FILE

This practical mini BrillBird File fits into any woman bag
because of its size – it’s just 7 cm long. Give it to your
best clients as a gift, so it’ll remind her of you and your salon.

BB ACRYLIC REFINER BUFFER

- soft #220/280, curved-straight practical shape, finer,
with BB durability

ACRYLIC REFINER HIGH QUALITY BUFFER

stronger, more durable #100/180

BB tip: perfect for refining the
surface of gel and acrylic nails.

BB tip: Before using for the first time, it is advisable to soften the edges of the files so that we can avoid damaging the skin of our clients.
Use a used file for this!
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BUFFERS

BRILL BUFFER

purple (#60/100)
and white (#120)

(Made in England) Stronger, durable
with softer sponge.

SOFT TOUCH BUFFER FOR GEL&LAC

BUFFERS - POLISHERS - TIPS

Ultra-soft, nail friendly buffer, which was especially
developed for removing the shine, before applying the
Gel&Lac. It does not harm the surface of the natural nail,
it just reduces its shine.

MAGIC SHINE BUFFER

- in renewed color

MAGIC SHINE BUFFER BLOCK

PURPLE MAGIC SHINE POLISHER

The compact version of the well-known magic shine
polisher. it is thinner, but also durable. Due to its large
surface, the acrylic or the natural nails can be polished
quickly. In beautiful purple-white color.

BRILLBIRD TIPS
GEL TIP THE REVOLUTION OF BUILDING WITH TIPS

NEW!

Our gel tips are made of very flexible and thin material easily adapt to everyday activities,
they are extremely durable, you don’t have to worry about breaking. It gives nail support,
we don’t need extra builders to add to them. After gluing with the specially developed
Tip Glue Gel, it is worth filing the tip on the edges.
PRE-SHAPED

FAST AND EASY USAGE

EASY TO REMOVE

THIN CONTACT WITH THE
SURFACE AT THE CUTICLE

BB advice: Do not push the Gel Tip all the way to the skin, because we need space
to file to same level.
Medium Almond and Long Coffin shapes
12 sizes x 20 pcs
240pcs/box

TIP GLUE GEL

NEW!

MAXIMUM ADHESION FOR GEL TIPS!
Special, extra-thick adhesive Gel tip for long-lasting fixing of Gel Tips! Apply the necessary
amount of material on the whole surface of the nail like when you do a layer of poly gel
base. It dries extremely fast in a combined lamp in around 30 seconds.

STEP BY STEP!

1. Matte the natural nail surface, manicure
2. Use preparational liquid
3. Choose the size
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4. Apply the glue into the inner surface of the tip
then spread it
5. Press the tip onto the nail surface
6. Curing

REVERSE TIP FOR FUTURE GEL

TIPS

You can create natural-looking nails extremely fast in salon lenght. The elastic
tips are reusable, so you can use a box for a long time. customizable to the
guest’s nails so you can personalize your tips.

140 pcs / box
14 sizes ‒ 10 pcs / size

EASY REVERSE TIP
It can be used with the traditional reverse tip method placed over the nail, but
even under the nail, replacing the form! You can easily make a base layer with
it, it can be bent incredibly, you can work with it at lightning speed. An excellent
choice even for extreme nails!

120 pieces/box
12 sizes - 10 pcs/box

NAIL GLUE

BRUSH ON GLUE

Pointed tip glue,
quick and fast.

Super powerful, very
fast drying, brush on
glue. Thanks to its special
brush and its viscosity, it
can be worked with very
precisely.

NATURAL
BOX

100 pieces, 10 sizes
refill (50 pieces)

DECORATION TIPS
NUDE NAILART TIP

WHITE NAILART TIP

With the Nude NailArt Tip your work is faster
and easier. you don’t have to prepare it for
long time only use buffer before work.

Decoration tips in pratctical white edition so
you can save more
time. You don’t need
to paint the white base
layer, just start to decorate right away. It
has an ideal size and
you can present great
variety of designs.

50 pcs/box

WHITE SALON NAILART TIP
A white decorative tip that is the same size
as the nude nail art tip, which is excellent
for practicing and presenting smaller salon
patterns.

50 pcs/box

50 pcs/box
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DEVICES - LAMPS
BRILL PRO

UV LED LAMP

DEVICES - LAMPS

48 Watt UV/LED lamp with 24 bulbs, and a unique lowheat function that
reduces the heat generated during the curing. It has a clean, elegant
appearance with timer and motion sensor as well.

CURES EVERY PRODUCT
IN A MINUTE

ELEGANT

UV LAMP

Elegant UV lamp with many professional functions. 4x9w power,
ventillation system, digital display time switch. You can pull out the
plate for pedicure works. It can be used with 2 led panels, attached
to the upper side.

USE THE COMBINATION OF
UV AND LED TUBES!

LED PRO MAX

UV LED LAMP

Elegant and reliable 36w lamp with 18 super-powerful bulbs, motion
sensor and timer switch. Perfectly cures any BrillBird products. It reserves a small space, yet strong, precise, ideal for pedicure too.

COMPACT, YET STRONG

VOGUE

UV-LAMP

Durable and popular UV lamp with two 9w bulbs. Closed on 3 sides.

SENSATIONAL PRICE!
COMPACT SIZE, SUITABLE
FOR TRAVELLING!
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MINI UV/LED

NEW!

FROM MAY!

LAMP

Try it for quick curing of decorations! During creating detailed patterns we reccommend you to quick cure some of them so they won’t be damaged during the
followed work. It works with a USB cable. Power max. 16 w. The power button is
also a 60-second timer.

VOGUE

FOR VOGUE LAMP

UVLED BULB

Short, small UV /led tube lamp, specifically for Vogue lamp. It cures every type of
BB materials even those materials which hardens underneath only in led. In much
shorter time!

DEVICES - BULBS

A compact LED lamp with 3 UVLED bulbs which are essential for the safe application of Gel Tips. The client can comfortably place his finger under it, and you can
cure it by holding the tip in the right position. It is also excellent for quick cures.
Thanks to its palm size and super light structure you can carry it in your bag during
a travel and take it out when its needed. It cures every Brillbird material.

REVOLUTIONARY
TECHNOLOGY

BRILL

LED BULB
FOR ELEGANT AND
TUNEL LAMP

9w led bulb - identical to the socket of the UV bulb is available at BrillBird. Extremely
strong and durable. Use it in the elegant or Tunel UV lamps to cure those products
that less curable in led light. You can also reduce the cure time.
SPEED UP YOUR DAIL Y SALON WORK,
COMBINE THE LED AND UV BULBS IN YOUR LAMP!
BB tipp:
in Elegant and Tunel lamp use: 4 pcs of LED bulb or combine it with 2 pcs LED in Tunel lamp
bought before 2016 use: 4 pcs LED bulb

UV-LAMP

FOR ELEGANT AND
TUNEL LAMP
FOR VOGUE LAMP

9W BULB

The longer tube is recommended for Tunel and elegant and 9w UV lamps, the
shorter for Vogue lamp.

IN TWO SIZES

BB tip: you can find UV bulbs for
every BrillBird UV Lamps.
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FOR ELEGANT AND
TUNEL LAMP

STAR

UV LED BULB
It cures all products quickly! The black-coloured long UV/led bulbs are suitable
for the Tunel and Elegant UV lamps.
The bars can be rotated in 270 degree, making it easier to
place in the lamp and adjust the angle of light.
CURES EVERY BRILLBIRD
PRODUCT
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DEVICES - DRILL MACHINES
BRILL DRILL

HIGH-TECH NAIL DRILL MACHINE

Pedal separately!

TOP CLASS!

EXPERT DRILL
Developed especially for the nail technicians, top quality, reliable drill. Vibration
free, which allows fast and accurate work. Its is extraordinarily quiet, highly
reliable device with a long lifespan. You can adjust the speed of rotation forward
and backward between 0-30,000 rPm. Fast chunk - you can change the head
part with one movement. Snow white ultra modern device with light pink head.

HIGH QUALITY!
SUPER PRICE!

NEW!

UNIQ

NAIL DRILL

DEVICES - DRILL MACHINES

With Japanese micro engine, 4 bearings instead of 2. It turns dreams into reality
with its precise engineering: vibration free, fast workflow, extraordinarily quiet.
Very reliable, long life span. With stepless 0-30,000 rPm.

ELEGANT APPEARANCE, HIGH QUALITY,
RELIABILITY, WITH THE DESIGN THAT TUNED TO
SALONWORK FOR GREAT PRICE!

The main features of our grinding machine designed for not to dissapoint you.
You can check the rpm at the digital display (maximum speed up to 25,000 rpm)
With the touch buttons on the fron it is easy to change of direction between hand
and foot functions. The 6-piece drill bit holder ensure the drill bits to be always at
hand. You can change drill bits by a second with quick chuck hand unit. You can
put units safely into the side-mounted when you not use the machine. The hand
units have a lower vibration rate, so your hand will be grateful for it!
The foot pedal can be purchased safely.

„PORTABLE”
NAIL DRILL MACHINE

The smoky-metal colored Portable Drill Machine is becoming our favorite at first
sight: many like the handy, massive, but not heavy, pretty little compact machines. It is small, but has all the necessary functions: adjustable speed, quick chuck
(you can change the bit with one move), and an extra on-off switch right above
your hand. With drill bit set.
NOT RECOMMENDEDE FOR SALON WORK.
EASY TO CARRY!
IDEAL FOR TRAVELLING!
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BRILLBIRD DRILL BITS
TITANIUM CARBIDE BITS

DIAMOND BITS

BRILLBIRD DRILL BITS

Made with German precision, with an unbreakable
titanium coating. Thanks to its professional material and
special surface, it does not heat up, yet allows quick work.

cylinder

for smile lines
small

TO COMPLETE MECHANIC MANICURE SET
sharp

big

cuticula pusher
gel&lac remover
perfect mani

CERAMIC DRILL BITS

softener

Due to the ceramic material is does not heat up.

NEW!

CERAMIC CYLINDER DRILL BIT
Drill bit with medium size and parallel sides. For shaping
and removal. Because of the rounded head its use is safe.
For acrylic and gel.

Deep clean
deep cleaning diamond drill bit

NEW!

cylinder

NEW!

CERAMIC CYLINDER DRILL BIT - EXTRA STRONG
Thanks to its chisel, perfectly removes material, does not
dust it. You can work without heat generation.
cylinder

CERAMIC CONE DRILL BIT
It is large and has a tapered design. The shaping and the
filing before refilling is very comfy. For acrylic and gel.
cone

NEW!

Lifting
cuticula diamond grinding drill bit

Perfect skin
skin improving diamond drill bit

Skin protector

RHOMBUS ENGRAVED CONVEX
CARBIDE BITS
small

big

BB tip: you can increase the durability of the bits, if you remove
the nail art on the surface with a used bit, and you should not
change the direction of rotation.
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EMERY RING AND
EMERY HOLDER
EMERY RING
With strengthened surface, which increases effectiveness
and lifetime. 3 types: soft, normal and rough.

EMERY HOLDER

NAIL BITS FOR THE PERFECT
MANICURE:
Perfect Mani Nail bit:
Use as the first step of the perfect manicure. Rounded
end, soft diamond powder manicure bit with a gentle
shape for sensitive skin. You can reach deep under the
skin for a more complete manicure with its thinned end.

BRILLBIRD DRILL BITS

MECHANIC MANICURE SET

Create perfect gel polish mancire to your clients. With this
technique, you can apply the gel polish directly to the nail
bed, so you win one extra week until the refill. Your client
will receive the most spectacular result ever!

Cuticula pusher nail bit:
For lifting cuticle, fine removal of skin, diamond powder
bit for cleaning.
Lifting diamond nail bit:
Cuticle drill bit, grain is finer than on the cuticula pusher
nail bit, so use as a first stepin manicure for moderately
keratinized skin.
Skin protector diamond bit:
This bit developed for very thin skin, which can be used
deep in the nail fold for all skin types as the second step
in a machine manicure.
Deep clean diamond bit:
For professional work! The bit you can use for the
deepest keratinization removal. Recommended as the
last step of a manicure.
Softener nail bit:
We recommend the Softener nail bit with diamond
powder for refining the skin, as the last step of the
manicure.
Perfect skin diamond nail bit:
The small size allows the skin to be refined even close
to the nail after the skin cutting. It can be used even
instead of scissors depending on the skin type! Recommended as the last step in a manicure.
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DEVICES - DUST COLLECTORS
ELEGANT

DUST COLLECTOR

DEVICES - DUST COLLECTORS

Pure design with stainless steel fan guard grid, rounded shape and velvety
white color. Leatherette and 2 handed style padded hand rest to provide
maximum comfort.
Accessories: 2 pcs of dustbag
Power: 25w

BUILT IN

LUX EXTRACTOR

High performance, effective, built in dust extractors with reinforced, thick
dustbags to protect your health! They absorbs a significant part of the dust
generated during the use of the file and drills, preventing it from entering
the lungs.
Protect you health!
WITH 3 YEARS
GUARANTEE!

29,3x17,3cm

TORNADO

DUST COLLECTOR AND HANDREST
Large capacity, high speed nail dust collector with suction control and
comfortable handrest in a small body. Easy to clean. Use two dust collector
bags for the best result.

HIGH PERFORMANCE,
ADJUSTABLE SPEED

EXTRACTOR

DUST BAG

Can be purchased separately.
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TORNADO

DUST COLLECTOR BAG
Washable, white colored, rubberized dust bag.

DEVICES - DESK LAMPS
FLEXI DESK LAMP

Fully flexible frame, easily adjustable, bright table lamp with the latest led
technology. It spares the eyes, but it does not cure gels and Gel&Lacs.

MODERN LED
TECHNOLOGY

BRILL PRO

TABLE LAMP

24 watt super powered table led lamp with 4 levels of light intensity.
Adjustable head: 360 degrees round and 180 degrees up and down for
perfect lighting. The body of the lamp can also be moved 180 degrees. With
117 led bulbs that perfectly illuminate the whole work area, and you can
use it well over the opened jars, as it does not cure the products. Secure
with holding clamp.

DEVICES - DESK LAMPS

LED TECHNOLOGY

LIGHTEN UP THE
WHOLE TABLE

MAGNIFYING LED LAMP

MAGNIFYING, ADJUSTABLE DESK LAMP WITH
STRONG LED LIGHT

Touch-sensitive brightness control. The head can be rotated. Size of the
lens: 12,7 cm. With magnifying glass, you can see everything in 3 times
bigger without any distortion! Complete package, which includes a
network adapter.

FOR DETAILED,
PRECISE WORK
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DEVICES - PARAFFIN
PARAFFIN
MACHINE
ACCESSORIES

Adjustable by 3 steps, small size compact machine. Comes with glowes and
feet glowes as a gift.

DIGITAL
PARAFFIN MACHINE
Adjustable temperature with a huge paraffin bowl for the comfort of your
client.

PARAFFINS

GLOVES AND FOOT GLOVES

In 6 different senses: Jasmine, Tea
tree, Orange, Lavender, Rose and
Peach.

450g

BB HAND REST AND
COVER
Practical, easy to clean, cotton hand rest coverage.
Available in white and black.

hand rest cover
black leather hand rest
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BB HAND REST

COTTON
TOWEL

The image is for
illustration only! The tool
holder does not include
the tools shown in the
picture.

The image is for illustration only! The brush
holder does not include
the brushes shown in
the picture.

LARGE BRUSH
HOLDER

ACCESSORIES

In two colors: dark
purple and white, with
sewed logo

MAGNETIC
TOOL HOLDER

Suitable for storing 38 brushes and can
be opened and folded in half and can be
placed on the table.

Our tool holder covered with beautiful glitters ensures the safe storage of
scissors and metal tools. And due to the
magnet, the devices do not move out of
place.

Size: 35cm x 22cm

Size: 8cm x 15,5cm

BB BRUSH
CASE

ROUND
BRUSH CASE

You can open it and stand it up in a
second. For storing 12 brushes. Available
in black with a BrillBird logo.

Our brush holder, which perfectly protects the brushes, can be locked with
a patent on both sides, so it certainly
won’t open even when traveling.
Height: 23cm, diameter: 8cm
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KELLÉKEK
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40x50cm
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APPOINTMENT
CARDS

For more design please conract your distributor!

Amuse your clients with this elegant
appointment card, on which you can note
the next appointment, when you can
make her nails beautiful again.

BB NOTEBOOK

CAR DECALS

BB TOLL

Our car decals can be the
best choice to decorate
your car or your salon.
Express your passion for
the nails with them.

Plastic pen in purple and pink design with blue ink.

ACCESSORIES

The a5-size, 48 pages, stylish BrillBird
notebook is easy to fit in any of the women’s bags. The inside pages are line-up
and are full of pictures of your favorite
brillbird products!

Pen for touchscreen, with blue ink.

MIXING BOARD

TABLE PAD

Practical a5 size glossy
surface for easy mixing
of colors. On the board,
we’ve listed the most
common color combintions and color mixing
ratios to help your job.
Easy to clean, waterproof
surface so you can use it
for countless times.

42 x 59,4cm
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FASHION, ACCESSORIES

BB LONG SLEEVE T-SHIRT

BB T-SHIRT

Comfy cotton shirt. Elegant wear, not only in the salon, but
on the street as well. Sizes: S-XXL.

Short-sleeved cotton t-shirts in black and white colors,
with BrillBird logo in front and back. Thanks to its neckline
and fabric, it gives an elegant, feminine look, while you feel
comfortable during your work.

BB APRON

NAIL STAMP TEMPLATE
HOLDER

The renewed version of the popular impregnated, dustproof and water repellent BB apron. Super trendy with
adjustable neck and waistline and pocket which is comfortable wear for everybody, in purple and white colors!

Ideal for storing your stickers and stamp templates. You
and your clients can scroll the inner pages to find easily the
right patterns. It can fit in small place but there is plenty of
space in it with 40 pieces of case.
Size: 8,5 x 14,5cm

NAILART DISPLAY PALETTE
Elegantly designed palette for presenting and
photographing the finished tips.
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MAGNETIC
NAILART PALETT

NAIL ART
DISPLAY BOX

LIGHT WEIGHTED, EASY CLOSING, ELEGANT DESIGN
Magnetic mixing palette to take your favourite colors with
you anywhere. The little jars can be easily get out by hand
but the magnet do not let them to fall out. Perfect for
mixing designer Gels.

Organize your tips in our Nail Art Display Box. It’s elegant,
easy to use, and you can take it with you at any time.

MAGNETIC NAILART
PALETT REFILL

NAIL ART DISPLAY TIP

ACCESSORIES

Size of the box: 21,6x18x3,2cm

10 pcs

Designed exactly to the nail art display box.
Thanks to its shape the tips fit in the
Box perfectly.
120 pcs/package

MAGNETIC TIP HOLDER

SILICONE TAPE

Our elegantly designed, practical tip holders will help your
work while painting the decorative tips. Thanks to its design,
it provides a stable yet comfortable grip. You will find a stand
and 5 tip holders in the set, use plastic glue to fix the tips.

It sticks perfectly so you can easily fix the tips to your tipbox and they won’t move even when traveling.
10mm wide, 1m long
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ACCESSORIES

CLEANER WIPES

PAPER WIPE

Easy and fast cleansing.
Each wipe saturated with
nail cleansing solution to
save you time. In practical
packaging.

Main characteristics: made with
a special extruding method,
needs a smaller place to store

100pcs/box

500pcs/box

EXTRA NAIL WIPES
Lint free wipe in extra
large pack.

LINT FREE WIPES
Not paper tissue. once you get
to know this, you will use.

360pcs/box

100pcs/box

GLOVES WITH RUBBER
FINGERTIPS

HYPNOTIC DISPLAY

Better grip, perfect ventilation,
available in S-M-L sizes.

Elegant solution into your
salon! BrillBird’s new
black display can be
used even set on table
or mounted on the wall.
You can’t only store and
methodize your hypnotic
gel&lacs in it, but even
your color gels too.

Size: 31 x 51cm
shelf - 28,5 x 6cm
foot - 23 x 9cm
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NAIL POLISH
REMOVAL

PROTECT OR
GLASSES

FINGER
PROTECTOR

ORANGE
WOODEN STICK

SILK THREAD

BB RING COLOR
DISPLAY

small (20cm)
big (90cm)

ACCESSORIES

pink

50pcs/box

TIP WITH HANDLE

DISPLAY

In nude and black colours.

Available in natural and transparent colorways in round
and oval shapes.

50 pieces

OVAL COLOR DISPLAY

FAN COLOR DISPLAY

You can show your clients a bigger scale
of colors (34) with this display. With
BrillBird logo.

Due to the fan contruction, you can
literally try it on the finger of your client.

23 pieces
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MANICURE
BOWL

STERILIZER PRACTISIN FINGER
AND HAND
BOX

ACCESSORIES

2 types of finger:
plugable and glueable.

finger
hand

DUST BRUSH

DUST BRUSH

PURPLE DUST
BRUSH
Removes the dust more thoroughly.
Easier to handle.

CLEAR DUST
BRUSH
Comfortable, handy dusting brush.

DUST
COLLECTOR
BRUSH

PUMP LIQUID
CONTAINER

This brush easily can remove fine dust
efficiently and also gently from the
lateral nail fold thanks to its flexible
material. it can be disinfected and you
can clean it with soapy water.

120ml
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C-CURVE
BENDING KIT

Acryllic brushes can be stored
upside down in it.

6 pcs/box, alu.

C-CURVE
BENDING
TWEEZER

PUMP LIQUID
CONTAINER

C-CURVE
HOLDER
TWEEZER
in black and clear colors

ACCESSORIES

BRUSH
CONTAINER

RHINESTONE
HOLDER

With metal bottlecap
Transparent rhinestone holder,
divided into 7 sections, which you
can easily organize your rhinestones
and other decoration materials.

100ml

RHINEST ONE
HOLDER SET

RHINESTONE
HOLDER

FUTURE GEL
TUBE PUSHER
Use when there is only a small
amount of material left in the Future
Gel tube! It allows you to use all the
acryl gel.

25pcs
50 pcs
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ACCESSORIES

TIP REMOVER
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NAIL ENAMEL
DRYER SPRAY

AIR DUSTER
SPRAY

600ml

1 liter

INNOSEPT

BARIDEZ

CLARASEPT
DERM

500ml

250ml
1 liter

250ml
1 liter

PROFESSIONAL
EYELASH PRODUCTS

LUXURY QUALIT Y
Continous background support
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